Eleventh Session, Commencing at 2.00 pm

POLICE BADGES

PART 2 OF THE COLLECTION FORMED BY THE
LATE BRIAN BENNETT (1944-2015), A FORMER
AUSTRALIAN FEDERAL POLICE OFFICER, WHO HAD
WORKED AND LIVED IN SEVERAL COUNTRIES. (LOTS
4221-4272)

4223*
N.S.W Police, officer's hat badge (QC), 1955-1972, voided
chrome plate (50.5x47.5mm), with two lugs on reverse.
Extremely fine.
$100

part

4221*
N.S.W Police, hat badge (KC), c1930s-1954, in voided
chrome plate (58x45mm), with brace bar at back, with two
lugs on reverse; another identical (QC), c1954-1970s, in
voided chrome plate (57x48.5mm), with brace bar at back,
with two lugs on reverse. Fine; extremely fine. (2)
$150

4224*
Queensland Police, hat badge (KC), post 1915 issue, in
silvered and enamel (49x90mm), reverse with pin and four
centre rings as well as two side lugs, with intact backing plate
marked 'Myer & Co'. The backing plated with oxidation,
the badge extremely fine and rare.
$300
4222*
N.S.W. Police, hat badge (QC), c1954-1970s, in voided
chrome plate (58x49mm), with brace bar at back, with three
lugs on reverse. Extremely fine.
$80

575

4228
Tasmania Police, Inspector hat badge (KC), c1930-54, voided
in gilt and enamel (42x66mm), with two lugs on reverse;
another hat badge (KC), c1954, in voided gilt (59x75mm),
with two lugs on reverse; another hat badge (KC), c1975,
voided in silvered and enamel with epoxy (49x76.5mm), with
two lugs on reverse (both repaired); another hat badge (QC),
c1974-78, in gilt and enamel (60.5x70mm), with two lugs
on reverse (one loose but with the lot and needs resoldering).
All badges appear to be reproductions, extremely fine uncirculated. (4)
$50

4229
Tasmania Police, belt buckle (QC), 1989 -, in gilt and enamel
with epoxy (64x47.5mm), by AROS, Australia; Tasmania
Police title badge, in chrome and enamel (53x23mm), by
Stokes Melb, with two lugs on reverse; pair of cufflinks, in
gilt, enamel and epoxy; mess kit badge (QC), c1980, in gilt,
enamel and epoxy, (25x31mm), by Nichol, with two lugs
on reverse; lapel badge in gilt; anchor lapel badge (Water
Police ?); buttons (3, two large, one small, all KC). Very fine
- uncirculated. (8 + pair)
$40

4225*
Queensland Police, officer's bullion hat badge (QC), c190150s, woven in bullion on felt backing (tot size 78x72mm),
backing cover intact. Fading to colour, otherwise extremely
fine and very rare.
$120

4226*
Q(ueensland) Police Probationary, cap badge, c1955-72, in
chrome and enamel (49x24mm), by A J Parkes, Brisbane,
with two lugs on reverse. Good very fine and rare.
$100

4230*
Victoria Police, Auxiliary Force, hat badge (KC), c1942-53,
in chrome and enamel (43x57mm), by K.G.Luke, Melb,
numbered on front '128', with two lugs on reverse. Very
fine and rare.
$100

4227*
South Australian Police, helmet plate (QVC), c1898, in nickel
plated brass (66x82mm), with two lugs on reverse, voided
number 215 in centre. Good very fine and extremely rare.
$300
576

4231*
Police Force Victoria, hat badge (KC), 1947-73, in chrome
with enamel (59x70mm), maker's name nearly illegible
(appears to be Bertram Bros, Melbourne), with two lugs on
reverse, numbered on front '2543'. Nearly extremely fine.
$80

4233*
British Colonial, Police helmet badge (KC), struck in voided
white metal (69x85mm), with two lugs on reverse. Extremely
fine and scarce.
$100
This was a general issue police badge for various British colonies including
Leeward Islands, Mauritius, St Lucia and possibly other locations before
they created their own particular design of police force badge.

4234
Canada, North West Mounted Police, hat badge (KC), c1920s,
voided in gilt (41x44mm), two lugs on reverse (appears to be
a modern issue); Royal Canadian Mounted Police, hat badge
(QC), voided in gilt and enamel (49.5x59mm), with two
lugs on reverse; button (QC), in silvered (19mm), by Gaunt,
London; Canada Customs Excise, hat badge (QC) (2), one
in bright gilt and enamel, the other in flat gilt and enamel
(both 44x50mm), the first by Nemo, both with two screws
on reverse; lapel badge (QC), in gilt and enamel, by English
Bay Pin Company. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (6)
$40
4232*
Police Force Victoria, Cadet hat badge (KC), c1950s, struck
in chromed metal with enamel (58x70mm), by Bertram Bros,
Melbourne, with two lugs on reverse. Extremely fine.
$80

577

4236*
Fiji, Constabulary badge (GRI), struck in voided silver
(25x35.5mm), hallmarked for Birmingham 1931 by maker
'F&S' (Fattorini & Sons Ltd), with two lugs on reverse; Fiji
Police badge (KC), struck in white metal (38x53mm), with
slider; another (QC), struck in white metal (38x54.5mm),
with slider marked 'Dowler, Birmingham'; other cap badges
(QC) (2), one appears to be in silver and enamel (23x32mm),
by Dowler, B'Ham, and the other in nickel silver with enamel
(23.5x32.5mm), both with two lugs on reverse; also a
matching collar badge (QC) (14x20mm), with two lugs on
reverse; Fiji Police titles (2), in voided nickel (37x19mm),
with two lugs on reverse; Fiji Police button (KC) (small);
Royal Fiji Police, hat badge (QC), struck in chromed metal
(39x58mm), with slider; Royal Fiji Police title voided in
chrome (51x24mm), with two lugs on reverse; also an
embroidered bullion shoulder title (110x28mm), with 6
securing studs on reverse. The button worn, otherwise good
very fine - nearly uncirculated. (12)
$150
part

4235*
Dominica, Police Force hat badge (KC0 (GVIR), struck in
voided white metal (49x71mm), with two lugs on reverse;
another identical, cap badge (QC) (EIIR), in white metal
(33x49.5mm), with slider marked 'Firmin, London'; Royal
Dominica Police Force, hat badge (QC) (EIIR), in voided
chrome (46x67.5mm), with two lugs on reverse; another
identical cap badge in chrome plate (33x49.5mm), with slider
marked 'Firmin, London'. Very fine - uncirculated. (4)
$80

part

4237*
Gibraltar, Police helmet badge (QC), two piece construction
in silvered nickel (92.5x110mm), with three lugs on reverse;
Gibraltar Police, cap badge (QC), in voided chrome plate and
enamel (31.5x47mm), with two lugs on reverse; Gibraltar
Police helmet badge (castle within wreath and no name),
struck in voided white metal (67x61.5mm), with two lugs
on reverse. Very fine - uncirculated. (3)
$70

lot 4236 part

578

part

4239*
India, collection of Imperial and State badges, includes
IP (Imperial Police) cap badge (KC) cast in voided nickel
silver (36x40mm), with two lugs on reverse; another (KC)
but in struck voided silver (31x33.5mm) hallmarked for
Birmingham 1922 by maker 'ES&S' (Edward Stillwell &
Son), with two lugs on reverse; I.P.S (Imperial Police Service)
metal title in voided nickel (32x13mm); two IP buttons in
brass and silver (KC) (1 medium, 1 small); FP (Frontier Police)
cap badge (KC) cast in voided nickel silver (30x36.5mm),
with two lugs on reverse; BDP (Bombay District Police) cap
badge cast in voided nickel silver (34x40mm), with two lugs
on reverse; H.E.H. The Nizam's District Police cap badge
cast in voided nickel silver (32x38.5mm), with pin-back;
Madras Police (GRI) cap badge struck in voided nickel silver
and gilt (24x38mm), with two lugs on reverse; Mewar State
Police (KC) hat badge cast in voided brass (35x50.5mm),
with two lugs on reverse; BSP (Bahawalpur State Police) cap
badge cast in voided nickel silver (26x37.5mm), with two
lugs on reverse; PP (Punjab Police) (KC) cap badge cast in
voided nickel silver (36x39mm), with two lugs on reverse;
Central Provinces Police (KC) cap badge cast in voided brass
(32x42.5mm), with two lugs on reverse; United Provinces
Police (KC) cap badge cast in voided brass (37x46mm),
with pin-back; DP (Delhi Police) metal titles (2) in voided
nickel (30x15mm); also Government of India, Customs and
Central Excise cap badges (2, one in brass (34x39mm) with
slider, and 1 in silvered (36x41mm) with two lugs). Very
good - good very fine. (18)
$150

part

4238*
Hong Kong, Police badges (KC), all struck in voided
white metal, one hat badge (41x51mm), one collar badge
(30x37mm) and one wallet badge (42x53.5mm) removed
from wallet; Royal Hong Kong Police badges (QC), the first
cast and the rest struck in voided white metal, the second
with some enamel, includes one helmet badge (61x57mm),
one cap badge (40x50.5mm), one collar badge (32x38mm)
and one RHKP title in chrome (42.5x13mm); Hong Kong
Customs, badge (QC), one hat badge and one wallet badge
in enamalled plastic compound (52.5x60.5mm) removed
from wallet. Extremely fine - uncirculated. (9)
$150

4240*
India, IP (Imperial Police, also referred to as Indian Police),
helmet badge (KC), in silver plate (54x64mm), three screws
on reverse for fitting. Nearly extremely fine.
$80
579

4241
Isle of Man, Police bullion hat badge (QC) (83x57mm), also
Police button (1, medium); Jamaica, Crown Colony, Police
helmet badge (KC), struck in white metal (67x77mm) (cross
missing at top of crown), with three lugs on reverse (one lug
broken), cap badge (QC), struck in nickel silver (35x42mm),
with slider, also Government of Jamaica Customs cap badge
struck in voided brass (31x39mm), with two lugs on reverse;
Jersey, Police buttons (QC) (2, 1 medium, and 1 small).
Defects as indicated, otherwise good very fine - extremely
fine. (7)
$70

part

4242*
Kenya, Police cap badge (KC), struck in brass (35.5x49mm),
with two lugs on reverse; another (KC) struck in voided white
metal (35x44mm), with two lugs on reverse; another as for
last but in nickel (QC) (34x43mm); another but large bullion
embroidered helmet badge (QC) (103x111mm); two metal
titles for 'Kenya Police' in voided chrome (58x15mm); small
chromed police button (QC). The bullion badge with a few
rust spots, otherwise fine - uncirculated. (7)
$100

part

4244*
Malaya, Protectorate, 'Polis Di-Raja Persekutuan' Police
bullion embroidered hat badge (56x60mm), also voided
metal hat badge struck in white metal (41x50mm), pin-back,
and two others (44x51mm) with same voided design but
with slider, one slider stamped 'Firmin London'; Federation
of Malaya Police hat badge struck in voided white metal
(42.5x41mm), with two suspension lugs; Federation Malaya
Police metal titles (2),in voided nickel (51x34mm), both with
two suspension lugs (one title repaired); F M S (Federated
Malaya States) Railway Police hat badge struck in brass
(53x52mm), with slider. The first with one small piece of
bullion thread loose, otherwise very fine - uncirculated. (8)
$140

4243*
Leeward Islands, Police helmet badge die stamped in voided
nickel (57x78mm) and chromed, pre 1953, with two lugs
on reverse. Uncirculated.
$70
The Leeward Islands Police were disbanded in 1967.

580

part

4247*
Royal Papua & New Guinea Constabulary, hat badge (QC)
in nickel plate and enamel (2) (Mira p240), one lacquered
(38x50mm) and marked by maker, Bertram Bros., Melbourne,
the other painted (37x49mm) and with no lacquer or maker's
mark; Royal Papua and New Guinea Constabulary, oval and
curved hat badge (type 1) (50x29mm), by Stokes (A'asia),
and another Royal Papua New Guinea Constabulary, oval
and flat hat badge (51x30mm) (Mira p240), by A.J.Parkes,
Brisbane, both enamelled and metal. Very fine - extremely
fine, the first and last illustrated. (4)
$100

part

4245*
Nauru, Australian Administration, Nauru Police Force
bullion embroidered helmet badge (QC) (52x100.5mm)
(Unused); Nauru Police Force metal badge (QC), struck in
nickel (29x42mm), with slider (this broken); Nauru Police
hat badge (KC) struck in voided white metal and enamel
(42.5x66.5mm), two lugs on back (some loss of enamel);
Nauru Police metal title, in voided brass (45.5x18mm),
reverse stamped 'Stokes', with two lugs on reverse. Defects
as indicated, otherwise fine - extremely fine. (4)
$100

part

4248*
Royal Papua & New Guinea Constabulary, hat badge (KC,
type 1) (Mira p240), struck in voided gilt bronze (38x52mm);
another (36x52mm), identical but with all lettering worn
away. The last poor, the first with some areas of oxidation
toning, otherwise extremely fine. (2)
$100
4246*
Territory of New Guinea, Police Force (European) Officer's
cap badge (KC), c1930s, struck in brass (54x67.5mm) (Mira
p173), with lugs on reverse. Very fine.
$250
581

4249*
New Hebrides, Condominium British Constabulary hat
badge (QC), struck in voided nickel silver (42x54mm).
Missing slider on back, otherwise very fine and scarce.
$70

part

4252*
Nigeria, Crown Colony, Nigeria Police cap badge (KC),
struck in voided white metal (37x41mm), with two lugs on
reverse; another but (QC), cast in voided nickel and chromed
(45x39mm), with slider; NPF metal titles (2) one voided
chromed (37x13mm) the other voided nickel (39x14.5mm),
each with two lugs on reverse; ANA (Administration) Police
metal title, struck in voided nickel silver (46x26mm), design
with horse in centre, with two lugs on reverse; Bornu N.A.
(Native Authority) Police badge (QC), cast in nickel silver
with Jawi script in centre (36.5x41mm), with two lugs on
reverse. Good very fine - uncirculated. (6)
$150

4250*
New Zealand, Armed Constabulary, shako badge, first
pattern (1867-1878) (VR), struck in voided white metal
(50.5x47mm) (Oldham 1/1), with two lugs on reverse.
Extremely fine.
$400

4251
New Zealand, NZP (New Zealand Police) hat badge (QC),
voided design in chrome (35x46mm), with two lugs on
reverse; N Z Police title in chrome (QC) (55x43mm), with
two lugs on reverse; H.M Customs New Zealand ID badge
no.123, in gilt and enamel (47.5x56mm), plain back for
gluing into wallet holder. Very fine - uncirculated. (3)
$50

lot 4253 part

582

part

4253*
Northern Ireland, Royal Ulster cap badge (QC) (2), struck
in oxidised nickel (25x48mm), each with two fold-over
clips on reverse; also collar badges (QC) (2), struck in
same material (20x36mm), one left and one right; Police
Service Northern Ireland hat badge in chrome and enamel
(60mm), with two fold- over clips on reverse. Extremely fine
- uncirculated. (5)
$100

part

4255*
Nyasaland, Police helmet or slouch hat badge (KC), struck
in nickel silver (61x52mm), with slide back; also cap badge
(QC), struck in nickel silver (34x27mm), with felt backing
and two lugs on reverse. The second toned, otherwise very
fine - extremely fine. (2)
$130

part

4254*
Northern Rhodesia, Police cap badge (KC), struck in white
metal (24x35mm), with two lugs on reverse; another with
different voided design (QC) (2), one with slider but part
of this broken (36x31.5mm) and the other with two lugs
(36x32mm); another with the same voided design but made
without crown (34x27mm), with two lugs on reverse; another
with same voided design but for Reservist (QC) (36x32mm),
with two lugs on reverse; another with same voided design
(36x33mm) and with QC but marked for Zambia Police,
with slide back and this marked 'Firmin London'; NRP
metal title, in voided nickel (33x11mm), with two lugs on
reverse; buttons for Northern Rhodesia Police (all QC), (4,
two large, one medium, one small), the medium issue missing
loop on reverse, all by Gaunt, London except the small issue
by Firmin, London. Very fine - uncirculated. (11)
$100

part

4256*
Pacific Islands, includes Cook Islands Police, hat badge (QC),
struck in white metal (35mm), with two lugs on reverse;
Pitcairn Island, Police Ministry of Defence embroidered
shoulder patch; Papua New Guinea Customs, hat badge in
gilt and enamel (45x39mm), by Perfection, Sydney, with two
lugs on reverse; another in gilt and enamel and lacquered
(45x39mm), with two lugs on reverse; Tonga Police Force
hat badge, struck in voided white metal (52.5x52mm), with
two lugs on reverse. Good fine - uncirculated. (5)
$100

583

part

4260*
Sierra Leone, Police cap badge (KC), struck in white metal
(28x43mm), with two lugs on reverse; another (QC), but
struck voided in chromed nickel (30x43.5mm), with slider
marked 'Firmin, London'. Good very fine - good extremely
fine. (2)
$70

4257*
Rhodesia, B.S.A. (British South Africa) Police, belt fitting,
struck in brass (50mm), with large belt lug on reverse. With
minor edge bump and some spots of oxidation, otherwise
very fine.
$50

part

4258*
St Helena, Constabulary hat badge (QC), struck in white
metal (36x54mm), with two lugs on reverse; another similar
design but slight variations (QC), struck in silvered bronze
(36x53.5mm), with lugs missing and some lead solder residue
on reverse. Extremely fine; fine. (2)
$60

part

4261*
Singapore, Police Force cap badge (KC), struck in voided
white metal (40x40mm), with two lugs on reverse; SH
(Singapore Harbour) Police cap badge, struck in white metal
(31x40.5mm), with two lugs on reverse; Singapore Customs
Excise badge, in chromed and enamel (42.5x45mm), two lugs
on reverse (both missing). Very fine - extremely fine. (3)
$150

4259*
Sarawak, Constabulary badge, struck in voided white metal
(39x57.5mm), with two lugs on reverse. Very fine.
$60
584

4262*
South Africa, Cape Rural Police helmet plate (EVIIR), struck
in voided white metal (81x120mm), with three lugs on
reverse. One lug missing, otherwise extremely fine.
$100

part

4263*
South Africa, South African Police helmet plate (KC), struck
in brass (52x88mm), by Firmin, London, one lug on reverse;
South African Constabulary slouch hat badge (KC) struck in
white metal (57x67mm), two lugs on reverse; another but a
cap badge (KC) struck in white metal (29x43mm), two lugs on
reverse; CP2 (Cape Police District No.2) (Griqualand West)
hat badge (KC), struck in voided white metal (43x63.5mm),
with two lugs on reverse; CMP (Cape Mounted Police) cap
badge (KC), struck in voided bronze (33x50.5mm), with
two lugs on reverse; NP (Natal Police) cap badge (KC),
struck in voided oxidised bronze (41x37mm), with two
lugs on reverse; metal titles, all in voided brass except last
in chromed nickel, for SAC (South African Constabulary)
(42x16.5mm), SAP (South African Police) (34x12.5mm)
(2), NP (Natal Police) (29x13mm), ORCP (Orange River
Colony Police) (65x20mm), all with two lugs or clutch grips
on reverse; also South Africa Engineers hat badge (KC), cast
in voided brass (35x43.5mm), with one lug on reverse (one
lug missing). Fine - good very fine. (12)
$150

585

4266
World, includes Royal Police Force of Antigua, hat badge
(QC), in chromed metal (52x76mm), with two lugs on
reverse; another but different design for cap badge in chromed
metal (48x64.5mm), with slider; Royal Bahamas Police, cap
badge (QC), in voided chromed metal (26x40mm), with
slider marked 'Firmin, London'; Bahrain Police, cap badge
(38x43mm) (missing black plastic on handles), with slider;
Royal Barbados Police, hat badge (QC), in chromed metal
(51x90.5mm), with two lugs on reverse; Bermuda Police, hat
badge (QC), in voided chromed metal (38x49mm), with two
screw fitting on reverse; Ireland, Royal Irish Constabulary,
helmet plate (KC), appears to be a modern casting in voided
white metal (76x102mm), with three lugs on reverse; British
North Borneo Police, cap badge in voided chromed metal
(26x34.5mm), with slider; Royal Virgin Islands Police Force,
hat badge (QC), in voided silvered compound (35.5x47mm),
with two lugs on reverse. The Bahrain issue very fine, the
rest mostly uncirculated. (9)
$120

part

4264*
Trinidad and Tobago, Police helmet badge (KC), struck in
voided white metal (59x83mm); cap badge (KC), in voided
white metal (33.5x39mm); and collar badges (QC) also in
voided white metal (20x23mm), all badges with two lugs on
reverse. Extremely fine. (4)
$80

part

4267*
World, includes Cayman Islands Police hat badge (QC),
struck in voided chromed metal (49x56mm), three lugs
on reverse removed possibly for fitting flat into an ID
wallet; another but a cap badge (QC), in chromed metal
(36x44.5mm), with slider; FIP (Falkland Islands Police),
hat badge (QC), cast and voided chrome plate (41x73mm),
with two lugs on reverse; Royal Falkland Islands Police, hat
badge (QC), in chromed metal and enamel (45x78.5mm),
with four fold-over flaps on reverse; FIP (Falkland Islands
Police) title in voided chromed metal (35.5x17mm), with two
lugs on reverse; Gold Coast Police, cap badge (KC), struck
in voided white metal (32x48mm), with two lugs on reverse;
Royal Turks & Caicos Islands Police, hat badge (QC) (EIIR),
in chromed metal (48x78mm), with two lugs on reverse;
another identical but a cap badge (23x39mm), with slider
marked 'Firmin'. Very fine - uncirculated. (8)
$70

part

4265*
Trinidad and Tobago, Police helmet badge (KC), struck in
voided white metal (59.5x82mm); also cap badge (KC), in
voided chromed metal (33.5x39mm); both badges with two
lugs on reverse. Extremely fine. (2)
$70

586

part

part

4269*
World, includes Cyprus Police, cap badge (KC), struck in
voided silvered (24x35mm), with slider marked 'Firmin,
London'; another identical but (QC), in chrome plate
(24x36mm), with slider; War Dept. Police Cyprus flat
wallet badge (QC), in silvered plastic (40x46mm), glue
residue on reverse where removed from wallet; Sovereign
Base Areas Police (British controlled area of Cyprus after
independence), hat badge (QC), in voided chrome plate and
enamel (43x50.5mm), with two lugs on reverse; also collar
badge (QC), non-voided chrome plate (25x30mm), with
two clutch grips on reverse; Malta Police, cap badge (KC),
struck in voided white metal (35.5x52mm), with two lugs
on reverse. Very fine - uncirculated. (6)
$120

4268*
World, includes Ceylon Police cap badge (KC), cast in voided
brass (25.5x38mm), with two lugs on reverse; another
different design with different crown and elephant to right,
cap badge in voided chrome (27x40mm), two lugs on reverse
removed possibly to fit flat into an ID wallet; Ceylon Police
titles (2), one in voided brass 46x28mm), and one in voided
chrome (48x30mm), both with two lugs on back; button
in brass (KC) (small); uniform rank pip in chromed metal
and enamel (31mm); India, IP (Imperial Police) cap badge
(KC) struck in voided nickel silver (55x64mm), with three
lugs on reverse but these shaved off; Mauritius Police cap
badge (KC), struck in white metal (35x51mm), with slider
marked 'Firmin, London'; another (QC), in silvered plastic
compound (36x53mm), slider broken; MP (Mauritius
Police) title in voided silvered plastic (45x23mm). Very good
- extremely fine. (10)
$90

part

4270*
World, includes Gilbert and Ellice Islands Constabulary
hat badge (QC), struck in silvered metal (36x48.5mm),
with two lugs on reverse; Montserrat Royal Police Force
cap badge (QC), in chromed metal (35x45mm), with two
lugs on reverse; Palestine Police, cap badge (KC), struck in
voided white metal (30x44mm), with slider; another identical
but non-voided (29x43mm), with two lugs on reverse; PP
(Palestine Police) button (KC), medium size in white metal
and bronze, by Firmin, London; St Lucia Police Force cap
badge (KC), struck in gilt bronze (30x44.5mm), with two
lugs on reverse; Royal St. Lucia Police Force, hat badge
(QC), in chromed and enamel (35x51mm), with two lugs
on reverse; Saint Vincent Police, hat badge (KC), in chromed
(44x62.5mm), with two lugs on reverse; another identical but
a cap badge (31.5x45.5mm). Very good - uncirculated. (7)
$80

lot 4269 part

587

OTHER PROPERTIES

part

4271*
World, includes Grenada Police Force, cap badge (QC)
(EIIR), struck in voided white metal (33x50mm) (2, one
with small lettering and one with large lettering), both
with slider, the small lettering version with slider marked
'Firmin, London'; RGPF (Royal Grenada Police Force) title
in voided nickel (50.5x13mm), with two lugs on reverse;
Guernsey, helmet badge (KC), struck and chrome plated
(76x103.5mm), with two lugs on reverse. Good very fine
- uncirculated. (4)
$80

4273*
Northern Territory Police, c1965, voided hat badge (QC) in
chrome and enamel (50x67mm) by K.G.Luke, Melbourne,
numbered 832 on reverse and with two lugs. Uncirculated.
$150

4274*
Tasmania Police Force, c1950, Police Women's breast badge
in gilt and enamel, pin backed (65x42mm). With a 3mm
chip to the enamel to the left of 'P'in Police, otherwise good
extremely fine.
$200

part

4272*
World, includes SP (Swaziland Police) cap badge (KC), struck
in voided brass (35.5x45mm), with two lugs on reverse;
another cap badge (QC), struck in voided chromed metal
(35.5x46mm), with two lugs on reverse; Tanganyika Police,
cap badge (KC), struck in voided white metal (26x38.5mm),
with two lugs on reverse; another cap badge (QC), struck
in white metal (non-voided) (26x38.5mm), with two lugs
on reverse; The Gambia Police, cap badge (QC), cast in
voided chromed metal (26x37mm), with slider; Uganda
Police cap badge (KC), struck in voided nickel (24x34mm),
with two lugs on reverse; Uganda Police title in voided
brass (37x28mm), with two lugs on reverse. Very fine uncirculated. (7)
$100

This badge is the same pattern as that worn by officers. However, this type,
with the pin brooch attaching device was manufactured specifically for wear
by women personnel of the Tasmanian Police who at the time did not wear
uniform. The badge was pinned to their civilian dress on the left breast.

588

4278*
Powder horn, 18th-19th century, made in Morocco from
a horn with sections covered in brass and with addition
of silver flowers and panels, with a lift-off brass and silver
decorated top with chain fitted, with two large suspension
brackets with attached cord for wearing (approx size
6.5x35cm). Good fine.
$250

4275*
(WA) Traffic Inspector, 1950-1975, hat badge (KC) in
chrome (51x48mm) by Sheridan, Perth. Good very fine.
$120

Tag with lot reads ex Noel Bantak.

4276
Metropolitan Special Constabulary (GVR) hat badges,
c1914 (2), Metropolitan Special Constabulary Long Service
Badge, 1914; Metropolitan CS collar badge, 1914; A.R.P.
badge; miniature medals (EIIR) Distinguished Police Service,
Exemplary Police Service. Fine - extremely fine. (7)
$120

POWDER HORNS & FLASKS

4279*
Powder horn, 18th-19th century, made from a large horn
and carved timber, this lacquered, wide end with velvet
lined cover, some floral decoration carved on horn (approx
size 9x40cm). Some loss of surface on horn near wide end,
otherwise nearly fine.
$100
Tag for Christie's 26.8.01 (lot 44).

4277*
Powder horn, 18th century, large horn with cover on wide
end and carved spout at the tip, with two suspension rings
fitted and these fitted with a heavy cord for wearing, the
horn is engraved in great detail with a snake, several fish, a
bull, circles with flowers, a face and a crest as well as other
decoration, also an inscription, 'Soy de Josef, cux to yeste es
mi amo pexo yo dyes be ses cuez no me llamo' (appears to
be in Catalan language, translation 'I'm from Josef, whose
boss is my master, I don't know my name') (approx size
9x45cm). Knob on end cover broken and powder spout hole
plug broken, otherwise good fine.
$200

4280*
Powder horn, c1820s, made from a large horn and carved
timber, with suspension loop at wide end and this with a
leather cord attached and tied to the other end, the horn
is hand shaped and decorated with an ancient era soldier
battling another soldier who holds a lead to a human figure
with a dog's head and there is also a seated naked man with
his bottom half a series of lines, there is other decoration
including stars, flowers and foliage (approx size 7x38mm).
A few pieces missing from the wide end, otherwise fine.
$150
Tag with item reads, 'Unusual powder horn found in Australia with helmeted
soldiers & human head dog like figure. Probably of unknown or native
mythology circa 1820.'
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4283*
Powder horn, 19th century, large horn with cover on wide
end, lift off carved top lid, with hole for suspension loop
at wide end but no loop fitted, the horn is engraved in
great detail with a Scottish piper and above is inscribed,
'Hey Jonney Cope' and below is a grave with a headstone
that reads, 'Memory of/the brave died/1809' (probably in
reference to the Battle of Corunna in Spain in 1809 with one
of the units being the 1st Royal Scots), on the opposite side is
King Robert The Bruce in battle dress with axe riding to the
right and above is inscribed, 'King Robert The Bruce', and
above this is the Glasgow crest featuring a tree (that never
grew), a bird (that never flew), a fish (that never swam) and
a bell (that never rang) and around the words, 'Let Glasgow
Florish (sic)', near the base is a heart and inside is inscribed,
'A.Hamilton' (approx size 8x46cm). A few pest holes in the
horn, otherwise very fine.
$400

4281*
Powder horn, 19th century, large horn with cover on
wide end and edges serrated, top section shaped into two
decorated sections, with one suspension loop, the horn is
engraved with Britannia above the British Royal Arms with
a rose below and this above a three masted sailing ship,
on the opposite side is an aboriginal with spears holding a
small dead animal and with a snake and lizard at his side
and below is an Advance Australia crest, and on the side in
between is inscribed, 'The brave sons of Erin the shamrock
praise,/The thistle let scotia record in her lays,/But th' horn
of Australia when full to the brim,/Tho' humble my verse
it's praises I'll sing.' (approx size 8.5x35cm). Half of the
serrations broken, otherwise very fine.
$400
Ex Christie's Sale 26.8.2001 (lot 50).

Let Glasgow Flourish has been the motto of Glasgow since 1866.
Tag with lot states ex Ron Cook, and horn found in Australia - Scottish
history?

4282*
Powder horn, 19th century, large horn with silver (?) cover on
wide end, this inscribed, 'Souvenir/from/New Zealand/Mrs
Alfred Priestley./From her Friend/Stephen Hutchison/1867',
also with a silver (?) cover on the tip of the lift off top cover,
with two suspension rings fitted and these fitted with a heavy
cord for wearing, the horn is engraved in great detail with a
Maori woman above a group of Maori warriors performing
a war dance and with various flowers (approx size 8x38cm).
Edge bump on end plate and tip of top cover bent, otherwise
good very fine.
$400

4284*
Powder horn, 19th century, large horn with cover on wide
end and edges serrated, with two horn bands and timber
stopper at top, profusely decorated with insects, fish, animals,
and flora, noted a kangaroo, also a sailing ship as well as
a Scottish soldier in traditional wear with a sword and a
shield and beside him is a lady, above and between them
are the following words, 'Joy of my heart/Thou really art/A
rose without a thorn/Untill (sic) grim Death/Has stopped
our breath/We'll not disown this horn/Long as/your horn/
Contains a/drop/Dear siralong (?)/with you/Ill'/stop', with
a few ribbon ties attached (approx size 8.5x34cm). Several
edge serrations broken, otherwise good very fine.
$300

Ex Christie's Sale 26.8.2001 (lot 48).
Stephen Hutchison was the representative for the Peninsula District of the
Provincial Council. He was also the lessee of the Dunedin Gas Works and
the contractor to the Dunedin Council for street lighting.

Ex Christie's 26.8.2001 (lot 52).
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4288*
Powder horn, 19th century, horn with cover on wide end
and edges serrated, with two small loops for suspension, the
horn is engraved on one side with two emus, a kookaburra
sitting on a tree and a swan and with foliage all around
(approx size 7.5x30cm). No lid, a crack at the bottom and
a few serrations broken, also a few small holes, otherwise
good fine.
$150

4285*
Powder horn, 19th century, large horn with cover on wide
end and with a screw out timber plug for refilling, timber
plug on top, with a cord attached to the timber plug and
this was connected to a groove for fitting cord at top end
but cord now broken; also a short, straight piece of horn,
timber plate on bottom and screw out horn plug at top with
large opening, possibly used to carry an extra supply of
powder. The first with a few pierced holes around bottom
edge, otherwise very fine, the second with a crack at top and
bottom edges, otherwise fine. (2)
$200

Ex Christie's Sale 26.8.2001 (lot 43).

4289*
Powder horn, 19th century, horn with wooden cover on wide
end with a screw in handle, the cover inscribed, 'TT9', the top
end with brass spout with press trigger release for pouring,
with two suspension loops with a short leather cord attached
(approx size 7.5x33cm). The top sprout cover with loss of
metal at edge in two places and wooden cover marked in a
few places, otherwise fine.
$120

4286*
Powder horn, 19th century, horn with cover on wide end and
edges serrated, top section shaped into three sections, with
one hole for fitting suspension loop, the horn is engraved
all over with an elephant, two emus, a kangaroo, a dog, a
horse, a lion and fish as well as foliage and various other
decorations (approx size 7x36cm). Good very fine.
$200

4287*
Powder horn, 19th century, horn with brass cover at wide
end, this with Dixon & Sons hallmark and inscribed, 'Alexre
Glavany', with steel spout with 'drams' measurer and
external spring operated cut off, marked for maker 'Dixon
& Sons/Patent', also with Dixon & Sons hallmark on edge
of metal that joins to horn, with two suspension loops and
with a short brown leather cord attached, the brass band at
the top of the horn is inscribed '72' (approx size 7x32cm).
With some scuffing to horn at bottom edge and a few screws
missing from connecting cover, otherwise good very fine.
$150

4290*
Powder flask, c1700, India watered steel flask shaped like
a nautilus shell, the top with a marbled pattern, with three
plugs on top, one screws out for filling, one with pull-out
plug for pouring and another small pull-out plug also for
pouring, at the front end is a pull-down flap revealing a
compartment for storing flints and musket balls, with a
suspension loop at one side (approx size 11.5x12.5cm x
0.85kg). The small latch for securing the pull-down flap is
broken, otherwise good fine.
$300
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4293*
Afghan fusilier's primer gun powder flask, c1850, crescent
shaped with suspension chain. Fine.
$80

4291*
Powder flask, 18th century, British colonial, carved and
darkened 'bugbear' coconut, with metal spout and two
suspension loops, intricately hand engraved with floral
pattern and three circular panels, one featuring a seaside
fortress, one with a soldier in medieval headwear and one
with a soldier in 18th century headwear, and with a carved
moustached wild face at spout end (approx 11x13cm) (not
listed in Riling). Very fine and scarce.
$300

4292*
Algerian powder flask, 18-19th century, made of metal
covered in leather (approx 24cm long including spout),
flat back, metal studs securing leather strips covering joins,
suspension rings at each side for wearing, with ivory pouring
spout (stopper missing). A few spots missing on leather
covering, otherwise very good.
$150

4294*
Powder flask, 18th century, possibly Spanish West Indies,
carved and darkened 'bugbear' coconut, with metal spout,
elaborately hand engraved with floral pattern and three
circular panels each featuring different seaside fortresses
and a wild face at spout end (approx 10x17cm) (not listed
in Riling). Very fine and scarce.
$350
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4297*
Powder flask, c1800, Japanese tortoise shell flask with
pull-out steel stopper with suspension loop and black steel
pouring spout marked with faint Japanese characters, with
suspension loops at each front side and attached to this is a
silk cord connected to a small ivory plate and an ivory toggle
for securing through belt. One small piece of shell missing
at edge, otherwise very fine and very rare.
$500

4295*
Powder flask, c18th-19th century, India steel flask shaped like
a nautilus shell, painted and decorated with gold paint, with
two suspension loops at one side (approx size 7.5x17.5cm).
No stopper or spout and loss of paint, otherwise very
good.
$50

4298*
Powder flask, c1800, Percy Tenantry Volunteers' horn
powder flask with brass cover at wide end and this engraved
with the recumbent crescent moon mark of Hugh Percy, the
2nd Duke of Northumberland, with brass spout, this marked
'G/24', and with suspension loop at each end (approx size
7x33cm). Nearly very fine.
$380

4296*
Powder flask, 18-19th century, India woven silk and bullion
decorated horn flask shaped like a nautilus shell, the top with
red ivory pourer but no lid, with two large suspension rings
at one side and attached to this is a woven silk hanger strap
(approx size 13.5x17.5cm). A few small spots with loss of
material, otherwise nearly fine.
$100

The Percy Tenantry Volunteers was raised by the 2nd Duke of Northumberland
in 1798 from his estates in Northumberland and Tyneside and consisted of
two Divisions of the Armed Association of the Percy Tenantry Infantry, the
Northern of 4 Companies and the Southern of 8 Companies and a Percy
Tenantry Volunteer Cavalry of 5 Troops.

Tag with lot reads ex Noel Bantak.
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4301*
Powder flask, 19th century, in dark brown leather covered
metal with steel pouring spout with 'drams' measurer and
external spring operated cut off, marked for maker 'G
& J.W.Hawksley' (approx size 6.5x19cm) (Riling p392,
no.1089). Good fine.
$90

4299*
Persian priming flask, c1820, in metal with fine damascened
gold decoration, trigger load and with two suspension loops.
Very fine.
$100

4302*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with measurer and external spring operated cut off,
with four suspension loops and with green cord attached,
marked for maker 'G. & J.W.H(awksley)', embossed on
one side with a hanging game bird and rabbit and behind
is a rifle leaning against a tree and with a hunting dog at
each side, all within a decorative scroll band (approx size
9x21cm) (Riling p321, no.628). Some small dents, otherwise
nearly very fine.
$100
4300*
Flemish powder flask, (possibly Antwerp), c19th century,
triangular in shape (approx 20cm high x 18.5cm wide at
base), made of wood covered with red velvet, overlaid front
and back in voided brass is a scene featuring the figures
of Mars standing beneath a canopy within a cartouche
supported by recumbent female figures each holding a bunch
of flowers, at the base is an oval shield with a rampant lion
sinister, at the brass top is a funnel for pouring powder and
this with a chained closer, at each side are three loops through
which a red cord is threaded for attaching to a shoulder
belt. Some oxidation at the base on one side, otherwise
good very fine.
$300

4303*
Powder flask, 19th century, in brass with brass pouring spout
with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated cut off,
marked for maker 'G & J.W.Hawksley, Sheffield', embossed
with 'Pharaoh's Horse' scene within a roped oval panel with
strap work on one side and a patterned display on the other
side (approx size 8.5x21cm) (Riling p387, no.1051). Dark
toning, otherwise very fine.
$120
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4307*
Powder flask, 19th century, in brass with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, with two suspension loops, embossed on both sides
with hunter and hunting dogs in a bush setting, at the top
on both sides is the date 1776 (issued in 1876 as a centennial
commemorative) (approx size 8x20cm). Toned, a few very
small dents, otherwise very fine.
$120

4304*
Powder flask, 19th century type porcelain crude cast copy
of a powder flask featuring an intricate design pattern and
with a hunting dog within leaf foliage on one side and on
the opposite side is the same hunting dog with a game bird
in his mouth, at the top and bottom there are fluted panels
(approx size 9.5x19.75cm). A few marks, otherwise very
fine and unusual.
$60

4305*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, with four suspension loops, marked for maker 'AM.
Flask & Cap Co', embossed on both sides with a native
American Indian hunting a buffalo within a cameo of laurel
leaves and with animal head above and below (approx
size 9x21.5cm) (Riling p315, no.581). A few minor dents,
otherwise nearly very fine and scarce type.
$200

4308*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, with four suspension loops, marked for maker 'James
Dixon & Sons, Sheffield', embossed on one side with a plain
shield above a hunter loading his rifle and with two dead
game birds at his side and a dog in front standing in shallow
water with a game bird in its mouth, on the other side is a
large plain shield in a laurel wreath, both scenes in a cameo
decorative setting (approx size 9x20cm). A few minor dents,
otherwise very fine.
$120

4306*
Powder flask, 19th century, in horn with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
powder cut off, with brass press button opening hinged
compartment at base for storing flints and musket balls,
with brass suspension loops at both sides, no maker's mark
(approx size 7x18cm). Small hole in horn near base and a
few minor marks, otherwise very fine.
$200

4309*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass spout with
'drams' measurer, with external spring operated cut off,
marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield', embossed
on one side with dead game birds, a deer and rabbit with
rifle behind and all within a bush vegetation setting and with
a cameo of scrolls (approx size 9x20.5cm) (Riling p322,
no.634). Toned good very fine.
$100
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4313*
Powder flask, 19th century, in brown leather covered steel
with large brass spout with measurer, with external spring
operated cut off, vendor's tag suggests 'possibly for cannon?',
(approx size 9.5x25cm) (Riling p429, no.1429). Some spots
with loss of colour, otherwise good fine.
$80

4310*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield',
embossed on both sides with floral decoration (approx size
9x19.5cm). Good very fine.
$100

4311*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, marked for maker 'G. & J.W.Hawksley', embossed
on one side with three hanging game birds and behind is
a rifle and on the ground is a powder flask, all within a
decoration of leaves and berries, the other side is decorated
with leaves and berries (approx size 8.5x21cm). Toned and
a bump, otherwise good fine.
$80

4314*
Powder flask, 19th century, in brass with leather covering,
with brass pouring spout with 'drams' measurer and external
spring operated powder cut off, no maker mark (approx size
8.5x20.5cm). Good very fine.
$100

4315*
Powder flask, 19th century, in brown leather with plain
silver shield, steel spout with 'drams' measurer, with external
spring operated cut off, spout with hallmarks and spring
lever with maker's name, 'James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield',
top cover marked with diamond shaped panel '1/L' above
'E/67' at sides '2' below, all around 'Rd' (Registry mark
- metal/1882/May/6/Parcel no.2) (approx size 8.5x22cm)
(Riling p392, no.1000). Good very fine.
$100

4312*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield',
embossed on one side with game birds with reeds behind and
within a floral panel pattern, above the birds in a diamond
shaped panel is '1/E' above 'K/ 7' at sides '3' below, all
around 'Rd' (Registry mark - metal/1881/Nov/7/Parcel
no.3) (approx size8.5x20.5cm) (Riling p335, no.752). Metal
spring band broken, some dents on reverse, otherwise toned
nearly very fine.
$80
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4316*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated cut
off, with suspension loop on bottom, marked for maker 'G
& J.W.Hawksley, Sheffield', embossed on one side with game
birds and rifle behind and oak branches around, the other
side with leaves and berries design (approx size 8.5x21cm)
(Riling p321, no.630). Metal spring band broken, otherwise
toned very fine.
$100

4319*
Powder flask, 19th century, in black leather covered steel
with plain steel shield on one side, steel spout with 'drams'
measurer, with external spring operated cut off, with
provision for four suspension loops but no loops fitted,
marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield', the top
of steel cover on one side is marked with diamond shaped
panel '1/L' above 'E/6' at sides '2' below, all around 'Rd'
(Registry mark - metal/1882/May/6/Parcel no.2) (approx
size 10x23cm) (Riling p392, no.1089). Spring operated
cut off appears jammed, a few spots with loss of leather,
otherwise fine.
$70

4320*
Powder flask, 19th century, in leather covered steel, with
fold-over steel pouring spout with 'drams' measurer and
external spring operated powder cut off, with suspension
loop at base, marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons,
Sheffield' (approx size 5.5x19.5cm). Spring powder cut off
jammed, otherwise good very fine.
$70

4317*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated cut
off, with four suspension loops with leather cord attached,
marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield', embossed
on one side with running rabbit and game birds within floral
pattern (approx size 11x25cm) (Riling p321, no.621). Several
small dents from usage, otherwise good fine.
$100

4318*
Powder flask, 19th century, in brown leather covered steel
with steel spout with 'drams' measurer, with external spring
operated cut off, marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons,
Sheffield', also marked 'Quick Loading/Fireproof', on the
steel band above the flask is inscribed, 'From Ball To Bronson'
(approx size 10x23cm) (Riling p392, no.1089). Some spots
with loss of leather or colour, otherwise very fine.
$70

4321*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
powder cut off, with suspension loop at both sides and long
cord attached, marked for maker 'Dixon & Sons', embossed
on both sides with fluted pattern within an ivy wreath
(approx size 6.5x18.5cm) (Riling p412, no.1320). Metal
spring band missing, otherwise very fine.
$70
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4325*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, marked for maker 'G & J.W.Hawksley', embossed
on both sides with oak leaves and with animal head above
and below (approx size 8.5x20.5cm) (Riling p315, no.574).
Toned, otherwise good fine.
$80

4322*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass spout with
measurer, with external spring operated cut off, by 'Dixon
& Sons', embossed on one side with a hunting dog walking
under a tree (approx size 8x18.5cm) (Riling p371, no.925).
Spring cut off band broken, small dent on back, otherwise
toned and good fine.
$60

4323*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
powder cut off, marked for maker 'G & J.W.Hawksley,
Sheffield', embossed on one side with hunting dog and a
game bird above, both within decorative panels (approx size
6.5x18.5cm). Very fine.
$100

4326*
Powder flask, 19th century, in darkened brass with brass
pouring spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring
operated cut off, marked for maker 'G & J.W.Hawksley'
(approx size 8.5x20cm). Spring cut off band broken, some
surface scratches and what appears to be a repair mark,
otherwise very fine.
$60

4327*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass spout
with 'drams' measurer, with external spring operated cut
off, by 'G & J.W.Hawksley', embossed on both sides with
a decorated fluted pattern (approx size 8.5x21cm) (Riling
p297, no.421). Spring cut off band missing, some dents,
otherwise toned and fine.
$50

4324*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, with four suspension loops, marked for maker
'G. & J.W.Hawksley, Sheffield', embossed on both sides
with woven pattern (approx size 8x20.5cm) (Riling p297,
no.415). Good very fine.
$90
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4328*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, with four suspension loops, marked for maker 'James
Dixon & Sons, Sheffield', embossed on both sides (approx
size 8.5x21.5cm) (Riling p302, no.558). Metal spring band
missing and a few small dents, otherwise very fine.
$90

4331*
Powder flask, 19th century, in black leather covered steel,
steel spout with 'drams' measurer, with external spring
operated cut off, marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons,
Sheffield', the top of steel cover on one side is marked with
diamond shaped panel '1/L' above 'E/6' at sides '2' below,
all around 'Rd' (Registry mark - metal/1882/May/6/Parcel
no.2) (approx size 11.5x26cm) (Riling p392, no.1090). Some
small spots with loss of leather, otherwise very fine.
$80

4329*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, embossed on both sides with woven pattern and with
a large leaf at bottom (approx size 8x20.5cm) (Riling p297,
no.422). Good very fine.
$90

4332*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, marked for maker 'G. & J.W.Hawksley', embossed
on one side with a pair of hanging game birds with a rifle
leaning against a cabin wall all within a cameo and with
netting decoration all over the rest of the flask and with a
leaf decorated base (approx size 8.5x20.5cm). A few minor
dents, otherwise fine.
$80

4330*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper in the shape of a rifle
butt, brass spout with 'drams' measurer, with external spring
operated cut off, with two suspension loops on one side,
marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons, Sheffield, Improved
Patent', embossed on both sides with decorative scrolls and
checkered section, at top of one side marked with diamond
shaped panel 'J' above 'C/7' at sides '3' below, all around
'Rd' (Registry mark - 1880/January/7/Parcel no.3), on the
other side 'No./94923' (approx size 8x22cm) (Riling p413,
no.1339). The spring of the cut off appears to be broken and
some contact marks, otherwise good fine.
$90

part

4333*
Powder flask, 19th century, in heavy bronze, brass spout
with 'drams' measurer, with external spring operated cut
off, marked for maker 'Heath/Patent' (approx size 8x20cm)
[illustrated]; another identical type but all in brass, missing
spout but with spring operated cut off intact (approx size
excluding spout (6.5x14.5cm) (Riling p276, no.189). The
first nearly very fine, the second with some bumps and many
small scratch marks, otherwise fine. (2)
$70
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4337*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with steel spout with
'drams' measurer, with external spring operated cut off and
pull over pourer, by 'G & J.W.Hawksley', embossed on both
sides with a fluted pattern (approx size 7.5x17.5cm). Some
minor dents, otherwise nearly very fine.
$70

4334*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, marked for maker 'G & J.W.Hawksley, Sheffield',
embossed on both sides with leaf spray decoration (approx
size 8.75x20.5cm). Some small dents, otherwise good fine.
$70

part

4335*
Powder flask, 19th century, in darkened steel, steel spout
with 'drams' measurer, with external spring operated cut
off, marked for maker 'Dixon & Sons/Patent' (approx size
5x16.5cm) (Riling p276, no.202) [illustrated]; another
similar but in copper, brass spout and measurer, with steel
operated cut off, marked for maker 'Dixon & Sons' (approx
size 5x17cm) (Riling p276, no.202). The first cut off spring
not working properly, both with a few small dents, otherwise
nearly very fine. (2)
$60

4338*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with measurer and external spring operated cut off,
marked for maker 'James Dixon & Sons', embossed on one
side with a deer family relaxing in a bushland setting with
mountain behind (approx size 8.5x19.5cm) (Riling p378,
no.981). With some dents, otherwise good fine.
$70

4336*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with 'drams' measurer and external spring operated
cut off, marked for maker 'G & J.W.Hawksley, Sheffield',
embossed on both sides with leaf and vine pattern (approx
size 8x21.5cm) (Riling p297, no.423). Spring cut off band
missing, otherwise toned good very fine.
$70

4339*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with external spring operated powder cut off, no maker
mark, embossed on both sides with shell and floral pattern
(approx size7x15cm) (Riling p291, no.369). Part of spring
band missing, otherwise very fine.
$70
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4343*
Powder flask, 19th century, in darkened and painted copper
with brass pouring spout with measurer and external spring
operated cut off, with star, double circle and leaf pattern on
both sides (approx size 4x17cm) (Riling p296, no.402). Two
small dents at bottom, otherwise very fine.
$80

4340*
Powder flask, 19th century, in brass with brass pouring spout
with measurer and external spring operated cut off, with four
suspension loops, marked for maker 'G & J.W.Hawksley',
with diamond, floral and netting pattern on both sides
(approx size 9x20.5cm) (Riling no.663). A few very small
dents, otherwise very fine.
$100

4344*
Powder flask, 19th century, in horn with a brass Dixon
type cross-spring pump charger, this marked by maker
'F.Gertner', with four suspension loops, around the brass
band is inscribed in German, 'Andenken 1864/Ed. Graf
Sporck.' (Souvenir 1864/Ed. Count Sporck) (approx size
12.5x24.5cm). Good very fine.
$200

4341*
Powder flask, 19th century, in brown leather covered steel,
steel spout with 'drams' measurer, with external spring
operated cut off, marked for maker 'G & J.W.Hawksley,
Sheffield' (approx size 8.5x20cm). Some small spots with
loss of leather, otherwise very fine.
$70

4345*
Powder flask, 19th century, in horn with a complicated
brass cross-spring pump charger, with four suspension loops
on a brass band that wraps around the entire flask, with a
suspension cord, the horn is decorated all over with a star
pattern (approx size 10x24.5cm). The charger appears to be
jammed, otherwise good fine.
$150

4342*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout with external spring operated cut off, embossed on
both sides with fluted pattern (approx size 8.5x20.5cm)
(Riling p283, no.276). The spring of the cut off appears to
be broken, otherwise toned very fine.
$70
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4346*
Powder flask, 19th century, horn powder flask with brass
cover at wide end, with brass spout and screw out measurer
and two viewing windows to see contents, with four
suspension loops (approx size 9x29cm). Very fine.
$150

4349*
Powder flask, 19th century, horn powder flask for Baker
rifle, with brass cover at wide end, this decorated with circles
and in the centre is inscribed, 'G/67', with brass spout and
external spring operated cut off, with two suspension loops
and with a short green cord attached (approx size 6x25cm).
Some roughness around end of spout, otherwise very fine.
$130

4347*
Powder flask, 19th century, horn powder flask with two tier
brass cover at wide end, this decorated with circles, with
measurer and brass spout with external spring operated cut
off, with two suspension loops and with a short brown cord
attached, the brass band at the top of the horn is inscribed
'72' (approx size 7x27cm). Very fine.
$140

4350*
Powder flask, 19th century, horn powder flask with brass
cover at wide end, with brass spout and screw measurer and
with lift off lid to pour powder measure, with four suspension
loops, two of these with a short cord attached (approx size
7x26cm). Very fine.
$120

4351*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass spout with
measurer, with external spring operated cut off, by 'Dixon
& Sons', embossed on both sides with a fluted pattern in the
bottom half (approx size 9.5x23.5cm) (Riling p283, no.271).
Toned and some spotting, otherwise good fine.
$70

4348*
Powder flask, 19th century, horn powder flask with brass
cover at wide end, this decorated with a crown over a garter
and inside the garter is a crescent moon (a version of the crest
of the 1st Duke of Northumberland), brass spout with lift off
pourer, with two suspension loops (approx size 7.5x32.5cm).
The lift off pourer is jammed, otherwise very fine.
$130
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4352*
Powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass pouring
spout and external spring operated cut off, embossed on one
side with American Civil War commemorative of weapons
and crossed flags and above are crossed pistols and rifles
above 'Colts/Patent' (approx size 8.25x19cm). Some dents,
otherwise toned good fine.
$70

4355*
Shot flask, 19th century, in black leather, steel spout with
measurements in ounces, with external spring operated
cut off, spout with hallmarks and on one side is inscribed,
'Presented to Mr Henry Green/by his fellow-Workmen as
a token of/their esteem and respect Augt 21st 1862', and
spring lever with maker's name, 'James Dixon & Sons,
Sheffield', with suspension loop on base (approx size
7x21cm) (Riling p434, no.1483), with some lead pellets in
flask; also Presentation drink flask, in steel, marked on lid,
'James Dixon/& Sons', and on base, 'James Dixon & Sons/
Sheffield' and impressed number 1384, flask with top cover
(tot size 84x155mm), on one side of the flask is inscribed,
'Presented/to/Henry H.Green/By his fellow workmen/as a
token of esteem./Aug.12.1865'. The first fine, the second
with cork fitting on top damaged and a few small dents,
otherwise fine. (2)
$150

4353*
Shot flask, 19th century, black leather shot flask with plain
shield in centre, steel spout with measurements in ounces,
with external spring operated cut off, spout with hallmarks
and spring lever with maker's name, 'James Dixon & Sons',
with suspension loop on base (approx size 9.5x24.5cm)
(Riling p433, no.1470), with some lead pellets in flask.
Fine.
$120

4354*
Shot flask, 19th century, in black leather covered steel, steel
spout with 'drams' measurer, with external spring operated
cut off and spring operated pourer, the spout marked
for maker 'Sykes', also marked on top 'Improved Best
Quality/Sykes Patent' (approx size 8.5x23cm) (Riling p496,
no.1392). A few small spots with loss of leather and a split
at the stitching on one side, otherwise very fine.
$60

4356*
Shot flask, 19th century, brown leather shot flask, brass spout
with measurer and external spring operated cut off, with
suspension loop at base, both sides with hunter and hunting
dogs in a bush setting all in cameo stamped in relief, above
this near the top on one side is stamped 'Lb', small amount
of lead pellets in flask (approx size 7.5x22cm). Fine.
$70
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4360
Shot flask, 19th century, brown leather shot flask, brass spout
with measurer and external spring operated cut off, with
suspension loop at base (approx size 7.5x20.5cm) (Riling
p433, no.1468); another, dark brown leather shot flask, brass
spout with measurer and external spring operated cut off,
embossed on both sides with a hunter on horseback with
hunting dog in front (approx size 6.5x20.5cm); also pistol
powder flask, 19th century, in copper with brass spout and
external spring operated cut off, with suspension loop at
base (approx size 4x12cm). The first two with spring cut
off lever springs missing and also some stitching missing, the
second with a missing screw on one side and also missing
suspension loop at base, the last heavily toned, otherwise
good - fine. (3)
$60

4357*
Shot flask, 19th century, brown leather shot flask, brass
spout with measurer and external spring operated cut off,
spout with maker's name, 'Am. Flask & Cap Co', both sides
with hunting dog under tree all in cameo stamped in relief,
above this on one side is stamped '4 Lbs' and at the top on
the other side is inscribed '15', small amount of lead pellets
in flask (approx size 9.5x20.5cm) (Riling p432, no.1458).
Some cracking in leather, otherwise fine.
$80

4358
Shot flask, 19th century, brown leather shot flask, brass
spout with measurer and external spring operated cut off,
with suspension loop at base, embossed on both sides with
a hunter and hunting dog in a bush setting all within a leaf
decorated cartouche (approx size 8x22cm); another but in
dark brown leather, bronze spout with measurer and external
spring operated cut off, with suspension loop at base (approx
size 7.25x21cm), both with small amount of lead pellets in
flask. The first with loose stitching at top and break in top
leather band, both with some loss of leather or cracking,
otherwise fine. (2)
$70

4361*
Shot flask, 19th century, in hard tan leather, brass spout with
measurer and release lever, with suspension loop at base, on
one side is impressed a representation of the British coat of
arms with the word 'London' below (approx size 8x22cm)
(Riling p432, no.1454). Good very fine.
$90

4362*
Pistol powder flask, early 1800s, metal flask with red leather
cover (approx 10.5cm high including spout), with a storage
space at the base for flints and this with a swinging brass
cover, at the top is a storage space for ball and this also with
a swinging brass cover, one ball included, brass pouring
spout and external spring operated powder cut off (see Riling
1075). Good fine.
$150

part

4359*
Shot flask, 19th century, in hard brown leather, steel spout
with release lever and lift out pourer, with suspension
loop at base (approx size 8x22cm) (Riling p434, no.1477)
[illustrated]; another identical type but in soft brown leather,
with brass fittings and no suspension loop (approx size
9.5x22cm) (Riling p432, no.1462). Some loss of leather
and the second with some cracking, otherwise very good
- fine. (2)
$100
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4366*
Pistol powder flask, 19th century, in copper with 'drams'
measurer and external spring operated powder cut off,
with suspension loop at base, no maker mark, plain surface
(approx size 3.5x11.5cm) (Riling p274, no.152); another,
19th century, in copper with external spring operated powder
cut off, no maker mark, embossed on both sides with leaf
pattern (approx size 5x12.25cm). Both powder cut off spring
bands not working, otherwise very fine. (2)
$60

4363*
Pistol powder flask, 1800s, in copper and brass (approx
12.5cm high including spout), bottle shaped body
decorated with scrolling foliage at sides, base with two ball
compartments with swinging covers, brass pouring spout
and external spring operated powder cut off (see Riling
461). Very fine.
$150
4364
Pistol powder flask, 1800s, in copper and brass (approx
11.0cm high including spout), bottle shaped body decorated
at bottom with leaves, brass pouring spout and external
spring operated powder cut off; small pistol powder flask,
c1840, in copper and brass (approx 9.0cm including spout),
bottle shaped body decorated at bottom with shell pattern,
brass pouring spout and external spring operated powder
cut off. The first with some dents, the second missing two
small screws at top, otherwise fine. (2)
$100

4367*
Small pistol decorated box, in silver (44x33.5mm),
hallmarked on base for London 1981 by maker 'aAc', and
on one side of the lid is the year hallmarking, on the lift-off
lid are two crafted flintlock pistols. Very fine.
$70
4368
Cartridges for Revolving Holster Pistol, in a sealed, lacquered
packet marked, '6 Combustible Envelope/Cartridges/Made
of American Powder Co's Powder,/For Remington's, Colt's,
and Other/Revolving Holster Pistol,/44-100 inch Calibre./
Warranted Superior Quality.', unopened; another packet of
Cartridges for Pocket Revolving Pistol, in sealed, lacquered
packet marked, '5 Combustion Envelope/Cartridges/made
of Hazard's powder/Exclusively For/Col. Colt's Patent/New
Model/Pocket Revolving Pistol./Address/Colt's Cartridge
Work's,/Harford, Conn./U.S.America.', unopened except
for opening wire at top; five cast lead bullets, each in paper
sheath with black powder inside and cloth draw string, a
few papers torn and held together with tape, also new 360
cartridge cases (2) in steel, filled with powder and with
removable screw at top for inserting preferred type of bullet.
All items unused, packets very fine. (2 packs + 7)
$60

4365
Pistol powder flask, c1810, in metal with leather cover,
brass top with pouring spout and external spring operated
powder cut off (approx size 37x48mm [73mm with spout
included]); also percussion cap dispenser, 1872, made of
brass, heart shaped, front of casing impressed around the
centre piece, 'Pat May. 14th 1872', suspension loop on
bottom edge, pull -back screw fitted on one side but missing
the thin metal pull-back strip, with at least one percussion
cap. Good fine; fine. (2)
$100
No mail out for this lot, collection only from the Sydney Office, or buyer
to make own arrangements.

No mail out for this lot, collection only from Sydney Office, or buyer to
make own arrangements.
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4372*
Model of French 18th century ship's canon, in brass and
timber (approx size 14.5cm long x 9cm wide), tilting canon
bears the Sun King emblem of Louis XIV, with detachable
ramrod. Very fine.
$100

part

4369*
Greek or Balkan cartridge box (palaske), cast in brass
(approx 10.5x12.0x3.0cm), lift-top lid, fitting on back for
securing to belt, interior lined with felt, decorative pattern at
top, front and sides, plain reverse; another almost identical
(approx 10.0x11.5x3.0cm), interior not lined with felt. Fine
- good fine. (2)
$120

4373*
Model of a 19th century long barrel canon, made of brass
and timber (approx size 24cm long x 12.5cm wide), mounted
on steel and timber wheels, with elevation adjusting bracket.
Very fine.
$150

4370
Collection of percussion caps, all in circular tins except
one in circular cardboard case, three large tins marked,
'Military Caps by Westley Richards Co', 'U.S. Musket Caps
by J.Goldmark's Perc. Caps.', 'United States Army Caps';
27 small tins marked for 'Eley Bros' (20 mostly different),
'F.Joyce & Co' (4 different), 'Deane, Adams & Deane' (1),
'Colts Cartridge Works' (1), Westley Richards & Co' (1);
cardboard case, 'Amorces De Chasse' (1); mostly different
types, some tins empty but many with some caps intact; also
small glass topped tin containing buckshot pellets. Poor
- very fine. (32)
$250
No mail out for this lot, collection only from Sydney Office, or buyer to
make own arrangements.

4374*
Model of a 19th century field cannon, in brass and timber,
mounted on steel and timber wheels, with detachable ramrod
at one side (approx size 24cm long x 12.5cm wide). Very
fine.
$150

4371
Antique firearm tools, includes Martini-Henry combination
service and take-down tool; pair of gun screwdrivers, with
timber handles fitted together in the shape of a bow and with
brass centrepieces; combination barrel wrench (18mm) and
nipple wrench; a single barrel wrench (18mm); combination
nipple wrench and screwdriver and with prising section at one
end; 18th century British/French flintlock musket flint; small
leather pouch containing some lock springs for percussion
weapons. Good - very fine. (6 + pouch of parts)
$150

4375
Bowie knife, c1870, by A.Leon, 190 Solly St, Sheffield, with
bone handle with narrow plate on one side for inscribing
name, blade with stylised lettering 'O K' with a star between
letters; serving spoon, gold plated with unidentified markings
on the back of the handle but appears not to be silver. The
knife handle with a small piece missing on the corner of one
side near the guard, otherwise fine, the spoon good. (2)
$50
Note: A very similar knife was recovered from The Alamo in Texas, USA.
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4376*
Indonesian dagger, in Damascus steel and with a V shaped
voided pattern towards tip, blade length 24cm, with tang
but missing handle, with a sandalwood scabbard c1870.
Very fine.
$80

4380*
Tibetan leather flint strike pouch, probably c18th century,
decorated with engraved steel frame with three inset red
beads, with swinging suspension loop at top for securing to
belt strap, at the base is the strike plate. Some loss of leather
surface at top edge, otherwise very good and scarce.
$150

No mail out for this lot, collection only from Sydney office, or buyer to
make own arrangements.

4377*
Ottoman knife scissors, 19th century, with brass handles
and steel blades with gold damascened decoration on the
outside and plain curved shape on the inside (total length
27.5cm). Very fine.
$300

4381*
Central Asian sword belt, Tibet, late 19th century, sword
belt with five separate steel plates attached to a thin leather
belt, each plate intricately decorated and traces of being
damascened, strap fitting to go through securing buckle is a
braided leather strip, at each side is a swinging bracket for
hanging sword or dagger. Very good.
$100

4378*
Persian niello silver sword belt, 17th century, woven silk
belt with patterned and enamelled fittings, with two hanging
woven silk belts for weapons. One hanger with some loss of
material, otherwise fine.
$150
4379
Indo-Persian belt, woven on both sides, in two pieces with
loops on each of the ends, possibly shoulder belts; Turkish
holster for pair of flintlock pistols, c1800, made of leather
with intricate decoration on front, securing straps on back
damaged; rifle cover in soft leather, with securing strap on
one side and hanging strap on the other, oval at top end, most
of the brown dye colour missing. Poor - fine. (3)
$50

4382*
Palestine, Bezalel filigree silver military snare drum
(34x25mm), with drumsticks on top, stamped on base '950'.
Uncirculated.
$50

The last ex Christies Auction 26.8.02, lot 112.
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4383*
Scotland, bicorn with flat top in dark green fur with black
plume from front to back and at one side on a green velvet
rosette is a badge of a rampant lion left holding a shield and
a bow, mark on the underside for maker, 'John Kirsop, Late,
Nixon & Kirsop, 98, Argyle Street, Glasgow', together with
a lidded and fitted steel case. The tin with much oxidation,
the hat with a loose button above the rosette, otherwise
very fine.
$150

4384*
Scottish Regimental plaid brooch, said to be silver but
possibly silver plate (diameter 97cm), inset in the centre is an
amber stone and the surrounding surface is hand engraved
with a crown, thistles and scrolls, and in the scrolls are
battle honours for Sevastopol, Hindoostan, Central India
and Cape of Good Hope, with double pin-back fitting.
Good very fine.
$110

4385*
Prize pint mug, in silvered (12.5cm high), with handle,
maker's mark near top edge, marked on base W7140, on one
side in an oval panel is inscribed, '4th Mon. R.V. Corps/Prize
Cup/Won By/Private Richard Watkins/Blaenavon/1876'; also
a prize cup in silvered (16cm high), with maker's mark at
top edge, at the side is inscribed, 'Rifle Match/1889/Won
By/J.Read'. The first with some scratches and the second with
a dent and some scratches, otherwise very fine. (2)
$100
Blaenavon is a town in Torfaen county borough, south eastern Wales.

4386
Regiments of Waterloo series of model soldiers, painted
pewter figures produced by the Franklin Mint, 39 of a 50
set series; also two additional model soldiers, in painted
lead, made in England but maker's name on base illegible.
Fine - very fine. (41)
$200
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ANCIENT GOLD COINS

4387*
Italy, Calabria, Tarentum, Alexander the Molossian, king
of Epeiros, (350-330 B.C.), gold twelfth stater, issued 334330, (0.65 g), obv. radiate head of Helios facing slightly
left, rev. thunderbolt, AL / EX in two lines above and below,
(S.1984, BMC 2, SNG ANS 976, Vlasto 1865). Extremely
fine and rare.
$7,500

4389*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Lysimachos (323-281 B.C.) gold stater
(8.51 g), uncertain mint, probably Byzantium, posthumous
issue c.200 B.C., obv. head of Alexander the Great to right
wearing horn of Ammon, rev. Athena enthroned, lions
head to left, trident in exergue, to right BASILEOS to left
SUSIMACOU (cf S.6813). Very fine.
$3,500

Ex D.G.L. Worland Collection. Previously New York Sale XIV, (lot 6.)
With tickets.
Alexander I of Epirus was an uncle of Alexander the Great and an uncle of
Pyrrhus of Epirus.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 123, (lot 3212.)
The trident in exergue was used, as Seyrig suggests, for Byzantium 205195BC. Lion's head symbol unpublished.

4388*
Sicily, Syracuse, Hieron II (275-215 B.C.), gold sixty litrai
- dekadrachm (4.29 g), struck circa 269-263 or 217-215
B.C., obv. head of Persephone left with long flowing hair,
head wreathed in grain ears, palm behind, rev. charioteer
driving biga right, holding reins in left hand and kentron
in right hand, IERWNOS below, (S.983, Carroccio 54 (D25/
R32), CCO period Ib or III, BAR issue 55, cf.SNG ANS
863 (obv. control mark). Extremely fine with the obverse
die a little rusty.
$7,000

4390*
Macedon, Kingdom of Philip II, (359-336 B.C.), gold stater,
(8.58 g), Pella mint, issued c.323-315 B.C., obv. head of
Apollo to right with laureate wreath, rev. galloping biga
driven by charioteer holding goad to right, trident below,
in exergue FILIPPOU, (cf.S.6663, cf.Le Rider 491 [Pl.68],
M.105). Abrasion marks on obverse and reverse on horse,
horse's leg and in legend, otherwise, good very fine and
rare.
$7,500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 122, (lot 2995.) Previously CNG Sale 79, lot
119.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 66, lot 3234. Previously Bank Leu, Zurich
privately c.1979.
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4391*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), gold
stater, (8.60 g), Amphipolis mint, struck under Antipater,
issued c.330-320 B.C., obv. head of Athena to right in crested
Corinthian helmet, hair plaited and snake on helmet, rev.
Nike standing to left, holding wreath in outstretched hand,
trident in left field, to right ALEXANDRO[U], (cf.S.6702;
Price 172, M.105). Extremely fine with mint bloom.
$3,500

4393*
Mysia, Cyzicus, (c.550-500 B.C.), electrum hekte, sixth
stater, (2.59 g), obv. head of Perseus left wearing winged
helmet, tunny fish behind, rev. quadripartite incuse punch
mark, (S.-, SNG Von Aulock 1186, Von Fritze 65, cf.SNG
France 193 (stater). Good very fine and rare.
$1,000

4392*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Philip III, (323-316 B.C.), gold
stater, Babylon mint, issued 323-316 B.C., obv. head of
Athena to right in crested Corinthian helmet, ornamented
with a serpent, rev. Nike standing to left, holding wreath in
outstretched hand and stylis, M in left field, LU below left
wing to right FILIPPOU, to left BA SILE[WS] (cf.S.6746;
Price P146, SNG Munich-, SNG Alpha Bank -, SNG Saraglos
-). Nearly extremely fine with traces of mint bloom and rare,
in a ANACS slab graded EF 45.
$4,000

4394*
Lesbos, Mytilene, c.430 B.C., electrum hekte (2.52 g),
Bodenstedt dates 440-430 B.C., obv. head of Aktaion with
stag's ear and small horn to right, his hair falling on his
shoulders in coarse locks, rev. Gorgon head facing within
linear square, (cf.S.4246 [£850]; Bodenstedt 54 [same dies as
obv. b/ rev. b], BMC 52 [Pl.XXXII, 22 same dies]; SNG Von
Aulock 7735, SNG Lockett 2760, SNG Fitz. 4348, Boston
MFA 1701). Very fine, good style, very rare.
$800

Ex CNG 88, lot 292 with ticket.

Ex Munzen & Medaillen, Deutschland Auction 9, October 4-5, 2001 (lot
238 illustrated).

Ex Triton XIII January 4, 2010 (lot 1121) with ticket.

Aktaion had inadvertenly seen Artemis bathing, In her anger she changed
him into a stag and he was torn to pieces by her own dogs. This myth is
popular in Greek vase painting but only found on coins from Kyzikos,
Lampsakos and this hekte of Mytilene and in all cases for one issue only.
On this piece the transformation from a youth to the stag is illustrated with
the hair turning into a mane.
Bodenstedt knew of only four examples of this type from these dies.
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4395*
Ionia, uncertain, (c.600-550 B.C.), electrum twenty-fourth
stater (0.59 g) of the Lydo-Milesian standard, obv. head
of lion right, in linear form, rev. incuse square punch, (cf.
S.3465, Weidauer 122-3, Traite -, SNG Kayhan 708-10,
Elektron I 30-2). Very fine and rare.
$280

4397*
Ionia, Phokaia, (c330 B.C.), electrum hekte or sixth stater,
(2.54 g), obv. female head to left, hair in sphendone, rev.
quadripartite incuse punch, (cf.S.4531, Bodenstedt 109.2
[p.178, Pl.49, 2 examples recorded from the same pair of
dies a/a]; SNG Aberdeen Newnham Davis 1, part 2 No.277;
Montagu [1896], lot 582 [same dies]. Good very fine and
very rare.
$800

Ex Roma Numismatics IV, (lot 1608.)

Ex Munzen & Medaillen, Deutschland, Auction Sale 9, October 4-5, 2001
(lot 264 illustrated).

4396*
Ionia, Miletus, (c600-550 B.C.), electrum twelfth stater or
hemi hekte, (1.15 g), obv. forepart of lion to right with star
ornament on nose as a Lydian trite, rev. star ornament or
stellate pattern in incuse square, with lines to each corner
dot, (cf.S.3443, BMC -; cf.Lanz Sale 60 [1992] [lot 208] =
M&M Deutschland Sale 10 [2002] [lot 123], SNG Kayhan
447). Toned, very fine and extremely rare, probably only a
few known.
$1,000

4398*
Persia - Lydia, Persian Imperial Coinage (c.420-375 B.C.),
gold daric (8.28 g) struck in period of Artaxeres II, probably
at Sardis mint, obv. bearded archer (king ?) running to the
right with transverse spear over shoulder, and bow in right
hand, rev. oblong punch (S.4679, Carradice type 111b late),
Group C, nos. 42, Pl. XIV, SNG Cop.274-277, BMC 58-60
Group E [p.156, Pl.XXV,12-13). Good very fine and rare.
$3,000
Ex CNG eSale 261, 3 August 2011 (lot 155) with ticket and descriptive
details.

Ex Munzen & Medaillen Deutschland Auction 10, 22 March 2002 (lot 124)
illustrated and of great historical interest.
The link on the obverse with the Lydian trite of the lion head with star or
wart on the lion's nose and the reverse of the stellate pattern linked to Miletus
on the reverse is of upmost importance. There is an extensive footnote on
this issue in the M&M Sale 10 catalogue coin type (the previous lot 123
is similar).
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4399*
Zeugitania, Carthage, (possibly Siculo-Punic), (c.264-241 B.C.), the time of the First Punic War, electrum trihemistater or Attic
tridrachm, (11.090 grams), obv. head of Tanit to left wearing necklace with twelve pendants tied at back with ends hanging
loosely, a triple pendant earring and a wreath of grain ears, dotted border, rev. horse standing to right on exergual line with
sun-symbol and two Uraeus-serpents above, line border, (S.6474 [p.599], Jenkins Group Xb, cf.428-446, Weber 8491, SNG
Cop.996). Brilliant, flan crack, minor surface marks, otherwise nearly extremely fine/extremely fine and rare.
$15,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 91, lot 3370.

4400*
Zeugitania, Carthage, (c.300 B.C.), electrum stater, (7.29 g), obv. head of Tanit to left, crowned with wreath of corn, wearing
earring with triple pendants and necklace, dotted border, rev. free horse standing to right, double exergue line below, one dot
before horse's front leg, dotted border, (cf.S.6462, Jenkins Group V cf.No.245 [very similar dies, dies not noted in Jenkins
cf.p.96, Pl.10], SNG Cop. 976). Slightly off centred on the obverse and less so on the reverse, otherwise nearly extremely
fine, unpublished dies.
$4,500
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 59 (lot 1715) and Sale 64 (lot 2353).
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4401*
Sasanian King, Shapur II, (309-379), gold dinar, (7.30 g), Kabul mint type, obv. bust to right with crown, flowing hair type,
rev. fire altar, text around, (Sellwood 31, cf.Gobl 1a/7 Pl.7, 107, Gobl 1309.4 ["Kushan Gold"] very similar dies). Light
golden toning, extremely fine and rare.
$5,000

ROMAN

4402*
Nero Claudius Drusus, father of Claudius, (died 9 BC), gold aureus (7.67 g), Lugdunum mint, issued under Claudius, A.D.
41-45, obv. NERO CLAVDIVS DRVSVS GERMANICVS IMP, laureate head of Drusus to left, rev. Triumphal arch surmounted
by equestrian statue to left between two trophies, the architrave inscribed DE GERMANIS, (cf.S.1892, RIC (Claudius) 71.
C 3. Calico 316). Struck on an exceptionally broad flan, very fine and very rare.
$6,500
Slabbed by NGC as choice VF strike 5/5, surface 3/5.
Nero Claudius Drusus was the second son of Livia by her first husband, Tiberius Claudius Nero. He was brought up in the household of Augustus, who took
note of his abilities and fast-tracked his advancement in military and civil affairs. In 16 BC he was married to Antonia, daughter of Mark Antony and Octavia,
and the happy union produced two sons, Germanicus and the future emperor Claudius. In 12 BC, Augustus gave him command of the planned conquest of
Germany, which he seemed to have achieved in four skilfully waged campaigns over the next three years. His letters written during this time (later excerpted
by Suetonius) indicated he hoped for a restoration of the Republic, an attitude which might have strained relations with Augustus. But Drusus never returned
to Rome, for a serious equestrian accident in Germany led to an infection which claimed his life in the summer of 9 BC. Despite his Republican leanings, his
brother Tiberius and son Claudius both became Roman emperors, the latter of whom struck this coin honoring his illustrious father.
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4403*
Vespasian, (AD 69-79), gold aureus, Rome mint, issued A.D.
70, (7.24 g), obv. laureate head right, around IMP CAESAR
VESPASIANVS AVG, rev. COS ITER TR POT around, Pax
seated left holding branch and caduceus, (S.-, RIC 28, BMC
23, Calico 607). Good very fine/extremely fine and scarce.
$7,000

4405*
Trajan, (A.D. 98-117), gold aureus, issued 100, Rome mint,
(7.33 g), obv. laureate head of Trajan to right, aegis and
slight drapery on left shoulder, around IMP CAES NERVA
TRAIAN AVG GERM, rev. Hercules standing facing on altar,
holding club and lion's skin, around P M TR P COS III P
P, (S.3095, cf.RIC 37 [no aegis or drapery], C 215). Strong
portrait, some lustre, extremely fine and a rare variety.
$5,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 102, (lot 4069.)

Ex Heritage Auctions, sale 3046, (lot 29288.)
In a slab from NGC, graded 5/5 strike and 4/5 surface.
A very rare variety unlisted in RIC with aegis and drapery.

4404*
Vespasian, (A.D. 69-79), gold aureus, Rome mint, issued
A.D. 71, (6.70 g), obv. laureate head of Vespasian to right,
around IMP CAES VESP AVG P M, rev. Neptune standing
to left, holding acrostolium and sceptre, foot on globe, NEP
RED around, (S.-, Calico 653a, BMC 54, RIC 44, C.272).
Light scratch on reverse at two o'clock, otherwise extremely
fine and rare.
$8,000

4406*
Hadrian, (A.D. 117-138), gold aureus, issued 119-122,
Rome mint, (7.27 g), obv. laureate draped and cuirassed
bust to right of Hadrian, around IMP CAESAR TRAIAN-H
ADRIANVS AVG, rev. P M TR P COS III around, Roma
seated to left on cuirass, holding Victory and spear, shield
at base, bow and quiver behind, (S.3411, RIC 77, C.1097).
Full flan, very fine or better and very rare.
$6,500

Ex NAC Auction 111, (lot 358.) Previously Gorny & Mosch 207, lot 604
and Gorny & Mosch 219, (lot 382.)

Ex Bertolami Fine Arts 19, (lot 569) - ACR Auctions with tickets.
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4407*
Aelius, as Caesar (A.D. 136-138), gold aureus, issued A.D.
137, Rome mint, (7.22 g), obv. bare head of Aelius to right,
around L AELIVS CAESAR, rev. Pietas standing right,
holding box of incense and sacrificing over altar, around
TRIB POT COS II, PIE TAS to left and right, (S.3963, RIC
439b, C.35 BMC 989). Nearly extremely fine and very
rare.
$9,000

4409*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), gold aureus, Rome mint,
issued 143, (7.28 g), obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P
COS III, laureate head to right, rev. IMPERA TOR II, Victory
alighting to right, wings spread, holding trophy with both
hands, (S.4005, RIC 108a, C.420, Calico 1548). Extremely
fine/nearly extremely fine and rare.
$7,000

Ex Spink Auction Sale 16004, (lot 1144.)

4408*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), gold aureus, (7.15 g),
Rome mint, issued A.D. 138, obv. around IMP T AEL CAES
HADRI ANTONINVS, bare head of Antoninus Pius to left,
rev. AVG PIVS P M TR P COS DES II, Pietas standing right,
holding box of incense and sacrificing over altar, (cf.S.3999,
RIC 13d. Calico 1472). Nearly extremely fine, rare.
$8,000

4410*
Antoninus Pius, (A.D. 138-161), gold aureus, Rome mint,
issued 147, (7.22 g), obv. ANTONINVS AVG PIVS P P TR P
COS IIII, bare head to right, rev. Roma, helmeted and draped,
seated left, holding palladium on extended hand and vertical
spear, oval shield set on ground to right, (cf.S.4035, RIC 159,
C.1150, BMC 588 var). Well struck, a few light scratches on
obverse, otherwise extremely fine and scarce.
$10,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 122, (lot 3007). Previously Gorny & Mosch,
Auction 180, 12 October 2009, (lot 402).

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 122, (lot 3008.) Previously Neal Archer
Collection. Purchased from I.S.Wright, August 1989. Previously Baldwins
London.

Slabbed by NGC XF 5/5 - 4/5, Fine Style.
Struck during the first year of Antoninus's reign.
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4411*
Faustina Senior, wife of Antoninus Pius, (died A.D. 140/1),
gold aureus (7.02 g), Rome mint, struck under Antoninus
Pius after A.D. 147, obv. DIVA FAVSTINA, draped bust of
Faustina to right, hair coiled atop head, rev. AVG-V-STA,
Ceres, veiled, standing left, holding torch in each hand,
(S.4554, RIC [Antoninus] 357a. BMC [Antoninus] 405
[Pius], Calico 1758a [This Coin]). Nicely struck, nearly
extremely fine and rare.
$5,000

4413*
Faustina Junior, wife of Marcus Aurelius, (d.A.D. 175), gold
aureus, (7.08 g), issued at Rome under Antoninus Pius, obv.
FAVSTINAE AVG PII AVG FIL, draped bust to right, with
hair in a bun or chignon high on the back of the head, rev.
VE NVS, Venus standing to left, holding apple and rudder
with a dolphin entwined around the anchor, (S.-, RIC 517a,
cf.C.266 [denarius], BMC RE 1065). Lightly toned, superb
high relief, full flan, good extremely fine and rare in this
condition.
$10,000

Ex Maison Palombo.
In a slab by CNG, graded 5/5 strike and 3/5 surface.

Ex Kunker Auction 326, (lot 1445) with ticket.

4412*
Faustina Junior, as Augusta, (A.D. 147-175), gold aureus
(6.67 g), Rome mint, struck under Marcus Aurelius, c.A.D.
161), obv. FAVSTINA AVGVSTA, draped bust to left of
Faustina, hair waved and fastened in bun on back of head,
rev. DIANA LVCIF, Diana Lucifera, wearing crescent on
head, draped, standing left, holding transverse, lighted torch
in each hand, (S.5237, RIC III 673 (same rev. die), MIR 18,
7-2/20a, pl. 4 (same obv. die), Calico 2051 (same rev. die),
BMC 86 (Aurelius and Verus), Biaggi 926 (same rev. die).
Nearly Extremely fine with underlying lustre, some marks
on edge, rare.
$8,000

4414*
Lucius Verus, (A.D. 161-169), gold aureus, issued 165, Rome
mint, (6.95g), obv.L. VERVS AVG ARM PAR MAX, laureate,
draped and cuirassed bust right, rev. Victory standing right,
placing a shield inscribed VIC AVG in two lines, on a palm
tree, around TR P V IMP III COS II, (cf.RIC.534, S.5338).
Ex mount, otherwise good very fine.
$6,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 122, (lot 3009). Previously Mark Marshan
Collection.
Variety not in Calico or currently published.

Ex Triton XIX, (lot 573.)
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4415*
Septimius Severus, (A.D. 193-211), gold aureus, Rome mint,
issued A.D. 206, (7.14 g), obv. laureate head of Septimius
Severus to right, around SEVERVS PIVS AVG, rev. around
P M TR P XIIII COS III P P, Severus in military attire on
horseback prancing right, holding couched spear, (S.6225,
RIC 202, C.479). Lightly toned, some edge filing, struck on
a full flan, extremely fine and rare.
$14,000

4417*
Herennia Etruscilla Wife of Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251),
gold aureus, Rome mint, (4.60 g), obv. diademed and draped
bust to right, around HER ETRUSCILLA AVG, rev. Pudicitia
seated to left, drawing veil from face and holding transverse
sceptre, around PVDICITIA AVG, (S.9489, RIC 59A, C.18,
Calico 3308). Extremely fine and very rare.
$10,000
In a slab by NGC as Strike 5/5, Surface 4/5.

Ex Sincona 51, (lot 2069). Previously Nimismatik Lanz 163, (lot 357).

4418*
Diocletian, (A.D. 284-305), gold aureus, issued 284, Antioch
Mint, (4.63 g), obv. laureate draped bust of Diocletian to
right, around IMP C C VAL DIOCLETIANVS P F AVG,
rev. around VICTORIA AVG, Victory advancing right
holding wreath and palm, mintmark SMA in exergue, O in
field, (S.12584, Cal. 4570, RIC 320, C.272). Light marks
in obverse field to right of bust, otherwise good extremely
fine with mint bloom and rare.
$12,000

4416*
Trajan Decius, (A.D. 249-251), gold aureus, issued 249,
Rome mint, (4.82 g), obv. laureate and cuirassed bust to right
of Trajan Decius, around IMP C M Q TRAIANVS DECIVS
AVG, rev. the two Pannoniae, veiled, standing front, turning
right and left away from one another, each holds standard,
the one on right raises right hand, around PANNONIAE,
(S.9359, RIC 122, C.85, Calico 3295). Small scratch on
reverse, otherwise lustrous, nearly mint state with full mint
bloom, rare.
$16,000

Ex Numismatik Lanz Auction 163, (lot 455).

Ex Stacks Bowers August 2015 ANA Auction, (lot 30101).
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4422*
Phocas, (602-610), gold solidus (4.49 g), Constantinople
mint, 6th officina, struck 607-610, obv. D N FOCAS PERP
AVI, crowned and cuirassed bust facing, holding globus
cruciger and shield decorated with soldier on horseback
riding right, rev. VICTORI A AVG' S, Angel standing
facing, holding globus cruciger and long staff terminating in
staurogram, in exergue CONOB. (S.620, DOC 10f, MIB 9).
Large flan, surface marks, good very fine, scarce.
$500

4419*
Maurice Tiberius, (A.D.582-602), gold solidus,
Constantinople mint, (4.31 g), 7th Officina, issued 583602, obv. crowned, draped and cuirassed bust of Maurice
Tiberius facing, wearing plumed helmet, holding globe
surmounted by cross, D N MAVRC TIb PP AVC around, rev.
VICTORI A AVCCZ, CONOB in exergue, Angel standing
facing holding long staff surmounted by P with cross, and
cross on globe, (S.478, DOC. 5f, BMC 14, MIB 6). Some
mint bloom, extremely fine, scarce.
$800

Ex G.W. Sutherland Collection.

Ex CNG eSale 297, February 27, 2013 (lot 500) with ticket.

4423*
Heraclius, with Heraclius Constantine, (610-641), gold
solidus, Constantinople mint, issued 629-631, (4.48 g),
Officina A, obv. facing busts of Heraclius and Heraclius
Constantine, wearing chlamys and crown, cross above,
around dd NN [ERACLI]VS ET hERA CONSt PP AV, rev.
cross potent on base and three steps, below CONOB, around
VICTORIA AVGUA, (S.749, DOC 26a, MIB 29). Extremely
fine with mint bloom, weakness in places on the legend.
$1,000

4420*
Maurice Tiberius, (A.D.582-602), gold solidus,
Constantinople mint, (4.52 g), 6th Officina, issued 583-602,
obv. crowned, draped and cuirassed bust of Maurice Tiberius
facing, wearing plumed helmet, holding globe surmounted by
cross, D N MAVRC TIb PP AVC around, rev. VICTORI A
AVCCS, CONOB in exergue, Angel standing facing holding
long staff surmounted by P with cross, and cross on globe,
(S.478, DOC. 5f, BMC 14, MIB 6). Slightly off centred, some
mint bloom, extremely fine, scarce.
$800

4424*
Heraclius, with Heraclius Constantine and Heraclonas,
(610-641), gold solidus, (4.32 g), Constantinople mint, 5th
officina, Dated IY 11 (637-8), obv. Heraclonas, Heraclius,
and Heraclius Constantine standing facing, each wearing
crown and chlamys and holding globus cruciger, rev.
VICTORIA AVGUE around, Cross potent set on three steps,
monograms flanking, in exergue CONOB. (S.764, DOC 39d,
MIB 45). Nearly extremely fine, scratch in exergue, rare.
$800

Ex CNG eSale 271, January 11, 2012 (lot 575) with ticket.

4421*
Phocas, (602-610), gold solidus (4.42 g), Constantinople
mint, 2nd officina, struck 603-607, obv. D N FOCAS PRP
AVI, crowned and cuirassed bust facing, holding globus
cruciger and shield decorated with soldier on horseback
riding right, rev. VICTORIA AVGG B, Angel standing
facing, holding globus cruciger and long staff terminating in
staurogram, in exergue CONOB. (S.618, DOC 5b, MIB 7).
Large flan, full weight, nearly extremely fine, scarce.
$900

4425*
Heraclius, with Heraclius Constantine and Heraclonas, (610641), gold solidus (4.45 g), Constantinople mint, 5th officina,
struck circa 639-641, obv. Crowned figures of Heraclonas,
Heraclius, and Heraclius Constantine standing facing, each
holding globus cruciger, rev. VICTORIA AVGUE around,
cross potent on three steps, monogram to left, CoNOB in
exergue. (S.769, DOC 43d, MIB 50). Extremely fine with
light scratches on the reverse, rare.
$800

Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 91, September 19, 2012 (lot 1007), with ticket.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 123, (lot 3254). Also Noble Numismatics stock
with their ticket 13816.
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4426*
Heraclius, (610-641), gold solidus, Constantinople mint,
issued 616-625, (4.45 g), Officina B, obv. facing busts of
Heraclius and Heraclius Constantine, wearing chlamys and
crown, around dd NN hERACLIVS ET hERA CONSt PP
A, rev. cross potent on base and three steps, below CONOB,
around VICTORIA AVGUB, (S.738, DOC 13b, MIB 11).
Good very fine, die crack on reverse, scarce.
$750

4429*
Nicephorus III, (A.D.1078-1081), electrum gold histamenon
nomisma (scyphate), Constantinople mint, (4.19 g), obv.
bearded Christ enthroned no back, facing, wearing nimbus,
raising right hand, in left hand the Gospels, IC XC across,
double dotted border, rev. +NIKHF DEC T W ROTANIAT,
around a standing Nicophorus facing, bearded wearing
crown and loros, holding labarum with X on shaft and globe
with cross, (S.1881, DOC 3, BMC 7-11, R.2051-2). Good
very fine/nearly extremely fine and very scarce.
$400

4427*
Constans II, with Constantine IV, (641-668), gold solidus
(4.39 g), Constantinople mint, 10th officina, struck 654-659,
obv. D N CONSTANTINVS C CONSAN, crowned busts
of Constans and Constantine facing, each wearing chlamys;
cross above, rev. VICTORIA AVAUI around, cross potent
set on three steps, in exergue CONOB, (S.959, DOC Type
25j, MIB 26). Extremely fine, rare.
$800

4430*
Manuel I, (1143-1180), gold hyperpyron (scyphate),
Constantinople mint, (4.33 g), obv. Christ bust facing,
beardless wearing nimbus, IC XC over to left +KERO, to
right HQEI, rev. facing figure of Manuel standing wearing
crown, holding patriarchal cross to right 'manus Dei' legend
to left ML/NW/UHLD/EC/PO /TH to right P/OR/F/UR/OGE/
NH/T/W, (S.1956, Hendy Pl.12, 1-11, BMC 1-13, R.2111-4).
Brilliant, extremely fine and rare.
$1,200
Ex Decades Collection and acquired from Noble Numismatics
Sale 74 (lot 4367).

4428*
Leo IV, the Khazar, (775-780) with Constantine VI (from
775), Leo III and Constantine V, gold solidus, (4.48 g),
Constantinople mint, issued 780-787, obv. facing seated on
ornamental throne, busts of Constantine VI on right and
Leo IV on left, each wearing crown and chlamys, large cross
between, around LEON VS S ESSON CONSTANTINOS
O NEOS, rev. large facing bust of Leo III and Constantine
V, wearing crown and loros, cross between, around LEON
PAP'CONST ANTINOS PATHR], (S.1584, DOC 2.1-2.9,
Fueg 1.B.2 [same dies as illustrated], T.5-7, R.1767). With
full mint bloom, extremely fine and rare.
$2,500

4431*
Michael VIII, (1258-1282), gold hyperpyron (scyphate),
Constantinople mint, (4.09 g), obv. bust of Virgin within
city walls and six towers, three dots at base either side, no
control letters rev. St.Michael presenting kneeling emperor
Michael to Christ with scroll, (S.2242, Bendall PCPC 4,
var. type sigla 33, cf.DOC 6). Large flan, weak in places as
usual, graffiti on reverse, minor flan crack, otherwise very
fine/good very fine and rare.
$750
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 101 (lot 3355).

Ex CNG Triton XVI Auction Sale, January 7, 2013 (lot 1290) with ticket,
it realised $1400 + US.
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4435*
Gaul, Massalia (as a Colony founded by Phokaia), silver
obol, (c121 - 82 BC) (0.64, 0.63g, 0/59 g, 0.62 g), obv.
youthful male head of Apollo left, rev. wheel with four
spokes, M A in two quarters, (S.72, De La Tour 681, SNG
Cop.723ff, Depeyrot, Marseille 18). Fine - very fine. (4)
$150

4432*
Michael VIII, (1261-1282), gold hyperpyron (scyphate),
Constantinople mint, (4.11 g), Class IIa, obv. bust of Virgin
within city walls and six towers, control letters (sigla) A
K, rev. St.Michael presenting kneeling emperor Michael to
Christ with scroll, (S.2243, PCPC 5). Struck on a full flan,
nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$700

4436
Celtic, Danube Region Eastern Celts, Imitation of Philip
III, (c.2nd - 1st century B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (15.54 g),
obv. convex field with remains of a crude head of Heracles
to right, rev. traces of Zeus seated to left holding eagle and
sceptre, to right [FILIPPOU], (cf.S.210, Sammlung Lanz
922 [same dies]). Poorly struck as usual, otherwise fair and
rare.
$100

GREEK SILVER & BRONZE COINS

Ex CNG retail September 18, 2002.

4433*
Spain under Carthage, time of Hannibal, (235-220 B.C.),
AE 12, uncertain mint but around Gades, (2.14 g), obv.
Tanit-Persephone to left, linear circle, rev. crested Corinthian
helmet, (Robinson, [Essays Mattingly], No.2 (q) [p.48, Plate
1, similar dies to BM example], Villaronga 117 [Pl.XI], CNH
46 [p.69], SNG BM Spain 67). With some soil attached,
otherwise very fine and rare.
$80

4437*
Italy, Campania, Neapolis (Naples), (c.340-300 B.C.), silver
nomos, stater or didrachm, (7.32 g), obv. head of nymph
to right, monogram XA monogram before, grapes bunch
behind, STA below, rev. man-headed bull walking to right,
crowned by Nike flying right, below K, below exergue
[NEOP]OLIT[WN], (cf.S.307, HN 789, Sambon 472, SNG
ANS 362 [same obverse die], SNG Cop. 428-9, HGC 571).
Toned, missing ethnic in exergue, otherwise very fine.
$250

Ex Monedas Jesus Vico, S.A., Sale 129, 7th June 2012 (lot 3010).

Ex CNG Triton III November 30-December 1, 1999 (lot 1743 part).

4434*
Gaul, Massalia (as a Colony founded by the Phokaians),
(c.400-350 B.C.), silver obols, obv. youthful male head of
Apollo left, rev. wheel with four spokes, M A in two quarters,
(S.72, De La Tour 681). Some off centred, fine - good very
fine. (10)
$300

4438*
Italy, Campania, Phistelia, (c.405-400 B.C.), silver nomos
or didrachm (6.88 g), obv. female head facing slightly right,
rev. man-headed bull standing left, in exergue, dolphin left,
above FISTLUS, (S.315, Rutter 6 [obv. PO4, rev.PR6],
SNG ANS 563-5 [same obv. die], HN Italy 611). Toned,
fine and rare.
$120

Ex CNG, Triton V Auction Sale January 15-16, 2002 (lot 2506 part).

Ex George Mihailuk Collection, bought 1.7.1999.
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4442*
Italy, Calabria, Tarentum (Taras), (380-355 B.C.), silver
stater or nomos, (7.68 g), obv. naked horseman at full gallop
on horse to left, rev. Taras riding dolphin left, arm extended,
below X and TARAS, (cf.S.337, Fischer-Bossert 551, Vl.492).
Attractively toned, good very fine, rare.
$700

4439*
Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, (c.540-520 B.C.), silver nomos
or stater, (6.47 g) on broad thin flan, obv. ear of corn in high
relief, to left distinctive MET downwards, circled border
with dots, rev. ear of corn incuse, lined incused border, (cf.
S.235, Noe [NN&M 32] Class I, No.13, Spink & Son and
the Taranto Hoard] [same dies]; Bement Sale 151 [same dies];
SNG ANS 166, SNG Ash. 648). Clipped flan, otherwise
nearly very fine/very fine and very rare.
$750

Ex M.P. Vlasto Collection, from the Carosino Hoard, 1905.

Ex Fred Shore c.January 2005 at the New York Show.
A similar worn example in Sale 83 (lot 3205) realised $1800.

4443*
Italy, Calabria, Tarentum (Taras), (3rd century B.C., 302281 Ravel), silver drachm, (3.15 g), obv. head of Athena
wearing crested helmet ornamented with Skylla to right,
rev. owl with closed wings standing to right, on olive
branch, to left [NEUMHNIOS] and right, POLU. (cf.S.367,
Vl.1058, HN Italy 1015, SNG ANS 1312-3, SNG France
1942-6). Attractive grey patina, very fine and scarce, with
old ticket.
$200

Noe reports only four examples known. A detailed discussion occurs in
Ann Johnston's additions and corrections to Sydney P. Noe's work on the
Coinage of Metapontum Parts I & 2, New York, 1984, pps. 1-6 and pps.
35-49. This example in the early group of dies in the series. The coinage is
still considered to begin c.550-540 B.C. This example comes shortly after
the beginning.

Same dies example CNG Mail Bid Sale 111 29 May 2019 (lot 10) nEF
realised $1600.

4440*
Italy, Lucania, Metapontum, (c340-330BC), silver nomos,
stater or didrachm (7.64g), obv. female head left, rev. corn
ear (M)ETA to left, mouse on leaf to right (cf S.410; Noe
472, same reverse die, SNG ANS 358). Toned, good fine
and very scarce type.
$240

4444*
Italy, Bruttium, Kroton, (c.480-430 B.C.), silver nomos
18mm, (7.92 g), obv. tripod with legs terminating in lion's
feet, Q(koppa)PO downwards to right, rev. incuse eagle flying
right, (S.257, Gorini 27, Attianese 56 var. [eagle left], HN
Italy 2108, SNG ANS 294-7, SNG Lloyd 599 var. (position
of ethnic), Basel -, Gulbenkian -). Deeply toned, area of
roughness on obverse, good very fine and scarce.
$1,500
Ex Triton XIV, (lot 9) with ticket.

4441*
Italy, Lucania, Thurium (Thourioi), (400-350 B.C.), silver
sixth stater or triobol, (1.12 g), obv. head of Athena to right
wearing crested Athenian helmet decorated with Skylla, rev.
bull butting to right, above, QOURIWN in exergue a tunny
fish to right, plain exergual line, (S.438, BMC 21, SNG
Munich 1178, HN Italy 1809, SNG ANS 1139-40). Toned,
edge split at 3 o'clock, very fine and scarce.
$200

4445*
Sicily, Akragas (Agrigentum), (c.472-420 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.91 g), obv. eagle with closed wings standing
to left, AKRAC downwards behind eagle ANTOS upwards
before eagle, rev. crab on plain broad flan, (S.741, BMC
59, SNG ANS 969 [same obverse die], SNG Lockett 690).
Grey patination flan flaw on obverse, otherwise good very
fine/nearly extremely fine and rare.
$2,500

Ex CNG Auction 234, lot 3.

Ex Ira and Larry Goldberg Coins & Collectibles, Beverly Hills, California,
Sale 14, June 5, 2002 (lot 4281).
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4446
Sicily, Akragas, (c.450 B.C.), cast AE trias, cone shape, (13.01
g), obv. eagle standing to left, rev. crab, underside four dots,
(cf.S.1020, CNS 1, BMC p.23, 1-2). Very fine and rare.
$130
Ex I.S.Wright, 1996.

4449*
Sicily, Himera, as Thermae Himerensis, (c.350 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.96 g), obv. fast quadriga driven left by
charioteer, holding reins and kentron, above, Nike flying
right to crown him, below horses, signature [KLH], in
exergue, altar, rev. head of nymph of Himera right, wearing
barley wreath, earring and necklace, hair caught up behind
in saccos, around, three dolphins, above QERMITAN, (S.-,
Jenkins SNR 50-5a, Jameson 1896 [this coin], Hirsch 1911
XXX 359 [this coin]. Attractive toning, areas of flat striking,
very fine and extremely rare.
$6,000

4447*
Sicily, Akragas (Agrigentum), Punic Occupation, (213-211
B.C.), silver drachm or half shekel, (3.17 g), obv. wreath head
of Zeus to right within dotted border, rev. eagle standing right
with spread wings, around AKRAGAN TINWN, G in right
field, (S.755, Burnett, Enna 7, BAR issue 14, HGC 2, 122,
SNG Cop. 107, SNG Lockett 720 = Weber 1215). Attractive
tone, reverse unevenly toned, extremely fine and rare.
$800

Ex Noble Numismatics with ticket and research.

Ex Stacks, New York, December 6-7, 1995 (lot 44) with ticket.
A similar example with a flan crack in Nomos 5, 24 October 2011 (lot
112) realised 2600 SFr. Another in Roma E-Sale 61, 22nd August 2019,
(lot 130) realised £800.

4450*
Sicily, Katane, (c.440-425 B.C.), silver tetradrachm (16.79
g), obv. Charioteer driving slow quadriga right, Nike flying
to right above, rev. laureate head of Apollo to right, around
KATANAIOS, (S.767, SNG ANS 1247 [same dies]; Rizzo
pl.XI, 10 [same dies]). Good very fine/very fine, short on flan
as usual for most known examples, very rare.
$2,500
4448*
Sicily, Gela, (c.425-420 B.C.), silver tetradrachm (17.15 g),
obv. Nike driving slow quadriga right, holding reins, large
wreath above, in exergue GELWION, rev. forepart of manheaded bull to right, heron standing right before. (S.799,
Jenkins, Gela 457 [obv. 85, rev. 173], SNG ANS 84 (same
dies), Jameson 585 [same dies]. Very fine, with reverse die
break, rare.
$1,400

Ex Freeman & Sear, Mail bid Auction Sale 9, July 16, 2003, (lot 25) with
ticket.

Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 64 (lot 47).

4451*
Sicily, Motya, (415/410-397 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.90
g), obv. head of Arethusa to left in the style of Kimon wearing
a sphendone, a triple pendant earring and a necklace, her
hair in a net behind, around four dolphins, rev. crab within
circular incuse, (S.869, Jenkins, SNR 50, 47, O6/R9],
Jameson 667 [same dies], SNG Cop. 481 [same obverse die],
Weber 1452 [same obverse die], SNG Ash. 836 [same obverse
die]). Attractively toned, some roughness along edge, good
very fine or better and very rare.
$5,000

Situated on the southern coast of Sicily, Gela was founded in 688 BC by
Cretans and Rhodians. It rose to become the most influential state on the
island. In 485 its ruler Gelon seized Syracuse and transferred his capital
there, taking with him many of the leading citizens. His brother Hieron,
later tyrant of Syracuse, was left in charge of Gela. Tetradrachm issues at
Gela probably began circa 480 BC, shortly thereafter becoming the principal
denomination of the Geloan coinage, and remaining so down to the time of
the destruction of the city by Carthaginian invaders in 405 BC. The ultimate
design of the tetradrachms displayed a racing chariot, borrowed from the
Syracusan coinage, and the forepart of a man-headed bull. The rather brutal
half-length figure of the man-headed bull swimming right is based on the
'father of all rivers', Achelous, and is clearly identified by the ethnic Gelas
as the personification of the river Gelas rushing to its mouth, where the
city Gela stood. It was defined by Virgil (Aen. 3, 702) as 'immanisque Gela
fluvii cognomina dicta.'

Ex Triton XVI, (lot 218) with ticket.
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4455*
Sicily, Syracuse, reign of Hieron II, (275-215 B.C.), AE 26,
(15.84 g), obv. diademed head of Hieron beardless to left,
rev. warrior on horseback rearing to right, holding spear
couched, beneath Q, in exergue IEPWNOS, (cf.S.1221, CNS
II 195 R1 35, SNG ANS 944). Attractive even dark patina,
good very fine and scarce.
$400

4452*
Sicily, Syracuse, period of Dionysios I, (405-367 B.C.), AE
drachma, AE 29, (28.21 g), obv. head of Athena wearing
Corinthian helmet to left bound with olive wreath, to left
of [SYR]A, rev. starfish between two dolphins with central
pellet, (S.1189, BMC 287, SNG ANS 454-469, Weber
1630). Dark green patina, Nearly very fine/very fine and
very scarce.
$200

Ex CNG Auction 241, (lot 14) with tickets.

Ex Spink America, New York Auction Sale, 6-7 December 1999 (lot 483
part).

4456*
Sicily, Zankle-Messana, (520-500 B.C.), silver drachm,
(5.15 g), obv. dolphin swimming left within sickle-shaped
harbour of Zankle, DANKLE below dolphin, rev. scallop
shell within incuse pattern, (S.722, Gielow 34, Rizzo Pl.25,
4; SNG ANS 298-303, S NG LLoyd 1076, Kraay-Hirmer 49).
Toned, chipped resulting in uneven flan, hoard encrustation
on reverse, superb dolphin and ethnic, otherwise nearly
extremely fine, rare.
$1,000

4453*
Sicily, Syracuse, period of Timoleon, (344-336 B.C.), AE litra,
AE 26, (21.02 g), obv. head of Zeus Eleutherios laureate to
left, around traces of IEUS ELEUQERIOS, rev. free horse
prancing to left, around traces of SURAKOSIWN, (S.1191,
BMC 311-312, SNG ANS 533-541, Weber 1651). Brown
patina, good very fine with corrosion area to left of portrait,
very scarce.
$200

Ex Spink America Auction Sale 9118, 7 December 1999 (lot 476) with lot
ticket.

Ex Tom Cederlind Stock with his ticket.

4457*
Siculo-Punic, mint of the camp, (c.320-310 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.16 g), obv. wreathed head of Persephone
to left, wearing triple pendant earring and necklace, four
dolphins swimming around, rev. horse's head to left, palm
tree behind, Punic legend, "MMHNT" below, (S.6434,
SNG Lloyd 1633 [same dies], Jenkins SNR 56 [Series 3a]
171 [dies, O53/R161], Hunter 7 [same dies]). Attractive old
light cabinet irridescent toning, extremely fine, of fine artistic
style, very scarce.
$4,500

4454*
Sicily, Syracuse, period of Timoleon, (344-336 B.C.), AE
hemilitron, AE 23, (16.24 g), obv. head of Zeus Eleutherios
laureate to right, rev. thunderbolt, around SURAKO SIWN,
(S.1192, SNG ANS 470-1); Syracuse, reign of Hiketas,
(288-279 B.C.), AE 22, (6.35 g), obv. laureate head of Zeus
Hellanios to left, trophy behind, rev. eagle to left with open
wings standing on thunderbolt, to left a star, around [SURAK]
OSIWN, (S.1212, cf.BMC 468, Favorito 50e-h, SNG ANS
810-1). Toning, nearly very fine - very fine, scarce. (2)
$120

Ex Noble Numismatics stock sale 4 September 2006, previously from Noble
Numismatics Sale 43 (lot 1477).

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection.
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4460*
Islands off Sicily, Gaulos (Gozo), Roman rule, (late 3rd
- 2nd century B.C.), AE 17 (3.25 g), obv. bust of Astarte
right, above a large crescent, rev. warrior advancing right,
brandishing shield and holding spear, star to right, (S.6583,
Weber 8520, CNS 1, SNG Cop. [Africa] 454). Good fine
and very rare.
$150
Ex Tom Cederlind USA with his ticket priced $495.
This is the only issue from this island, most examples known are in about
fine condition.

4461*
Thraco-Macedonian Tribes, The Derrones. c.475-450 B.C.,
silver dodecadrachm (38.89 g), Obv. male driver seated in
ox cart moving to left, holding goad in raised right hand
and reins in left, a crested Corinthian helmet in field above
ox to left, plain under ox, ground line with dotted exergue
line below, another line lower still, Rev. triskeles of human
legs with central dot, uncertain between legs. Reverse weakly
struck as typical for this series, (S.1315, Sv.16 (p.9, Pl.II,4
[same dies], AMNG III/2 [p.56, 5] and pl. xxv, 18 [same
dies]), Traite 1450 Pl.XLIV, 7 [same dies]. Svoronos report
one example from these dies [same weight]). Very fine and
very rare.
$9,000

4458*
Siculo-Punic, mint of the camp, (c.320-310 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.84 g), obv. wreathed head of Persephone
to left, wearing triple pendant earring and necklace, four
dolphins swimming around, rev. horse's head to left, palm
tree behind, Punic legend, "MMHNT" below, border of dots,
(S.6434, SNG Lloyd 1633 [same dies], Hunter 7 [same dies],
Jenkins SNR 56, [Series 3a] 183 [same dies, O53/R161).
Dark tone, with full flan, very fine and scarce.
$3,000

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85, (lot 3102).
A similar example from the same dies in the CNG Triton VIII Auction Sale
January 11, 2005, (lot 222, weighed 38.80 grams (same weight, realised
$7250 + 15%US). The Derrones were a Thraco-Macedonian tribe that
lived in the mountainous Pangei region (Pernar), on the river Strymon in
Macedon. Types exist with the ox cart going to left and others to the right.
Recent hoards and other earlier finds suggest less than 100 of these large silver
coins survive today. The context and meaning of the types of the Derrones'
dodekadrachms are still being debated. Little is known of this tribe other than
what can be gleaned from their surviving coinage. Hoard find-spots suggest
that they inhabited inland Paeonia, and the absence of their coins from the
Asyut hoard suggests that the coinage postdates the burial of that hoard.
The obverse type depicts a male figure who is most likely the tribal king and
hereditary high priest while the helmet suggests a military reference.

Ex Richard Welling, Adelaide, privately, 1997 and Noble Numismatics Sale
64 (lot 2435).

4459*
Zeugitania, Carthage, Second Punic War (c.205-203 B.C.),
billon tetradrachm or two shekels, (11.03 g), obv. wreathed
head of Tanit to left, wearing earring and necklace, rev. horse
standing to right, palm tree with fruit behind, dotted border,
(cf.S.6496, MAA 79, SNG Cop 351). Even grey-brown
patina very fine and rare.
$1,000
Ex CNG Auction 85, (lot 210).
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4465*
Thrace (Moesia Inferior), Istros, (400-350 B.C.), silver
stater, (6.16 g), obv. two young male heads facing, side by
side, right inverted, left upright, rev. sea-eagle standing to
left on dolphin to left, which it attacks with its beak, below
dolphin monogram DI, (cf.S.1669, SNG BMC 253, BMC 3,
SNG Stancomb 147, Pick 421, Dima: Table II, sub-group IV,
No.9 dates c313-c280 B.C.). Lightly toned, good extremely
fine with traces of mint bloom on reverse.
$600

part

4462*
Thrace, Black Sea Area, Apollonia Pontica, (4th century
B.C.), reduced silver drachms (2), (2.88, 2.86 g), obv.
anchor, crayfish to right and A to left, rev. Gorgoneion or
Medusa head facing, (S.1655, SNG BMC Black Sea 160-163,
SNG Stancomb 35-38); Mysia, Parion, 5th century B.C.,
silver drachm, (3.01 g), obv. crude Gorgoneion, rev. linear
cruciform pattern within incuse square, (S.3917, BMC 1,
SNG France 1347, SNG Cop. 256). First two bright, nearly
extremely fine, obverses slightly off centred, Parion nearly
fine, rare. (3)
$200

Ex Del Parker 25 March 2001, previously from Dimitry Markov (New
York), with a detailed ticket.
A similar example in sale 124 (lot 2982) realised $850.

4466*
Thrace (Moesia Inferior), Istros, (400-350 B.C.), silver
stater, (6.35 g), obv. two young male heads facing, side by
side, left inverted, right upright, rev. sea-eagle standing to
left on dolphin to left, which it attacks with its beak, below
eagle tail feathers H, (cf.S.1669, SNG BMC -, BMC -, SNG
Stancomb -, Pick 429, Dima: Table II, sub-group II, No.2
dates c340/330-c313 B.C.). Lightly toned, good extremely
fine with traces of mint bloom.
$600

4463*
Thrace, Black Sea Area, Apollonia Pontica, (4th century
B.C.), reduced silver drachm, (2.87 g), obv. anchor, crayfish
to right and A to left, rev. Gorgoneion or Medusa head facing,
(S.1655, SNG BMC Black Sea 160-163, SNG Stancomb 3538). Bright, extremely fine.
$100

Ex Del Parker 25 March 2001, previously from Dimitry Markov (New
York), with a detailed ticket.
A similar example in sale 124 (lot 2985) realised $800.

4464*
Thrace, Istros, (late 5th century B.C.), denomination set of
cast AE wheel coins (or solar disc), AE 16, 15, 12, copper,
(2.80, 1.37, 0.92 g), obv. wheel or solar disc, rev. IST, (S.-,
SNG BMC 220, 221-222, 223-224). Very fine and very
rare. (3)
$150

part

4467*
Thrace, Istros, (3rd - 2nd century B.C.), AE 14, (2.49, 2.60
g), obv. bearded head of river god three-quarter facing, rev.
ISTRI above sea-eagle to left attacking dolphin, (S.1672,
SNG BMC 260, HGC 3.2, 1820) (one illustrated); others
(late 4th-early 3rd century B.C.) AE 14, (1.70, 1.80 g), obv.
laureate head of Apollo right, rev.ISTPI above sea eagle on
dolphin left, (S.-, SNG Stancomb 181, HGC 3.2, 1818) (one
illustrated) fine, rare. (4)
$150

Ex La Galeria Numismatique, Lausanne, Switzerland, January 14, 2006.
The Western Black Sea coast had several important centres on trade and
consequently a few coin types of pre-monetary items were introduced
including 'dolphins', 'arrowheads' and 'wheel coins' all were cast in copper.
Originally most were thought to be from Olbia but more recent hoard
evidence indicates that they were mostly produced in Istros or Apollonia.
These 'wheel coins' above were produced in Istros (from the ethnic on
the reverse). A century or so later they were replaced by struck coins with
different motifs.

Ex La Galeria Numismatique, Lausanne, Switzerland, January 14, 2006.
See note above on earlier lot.
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4471*
Thrace, Ainos, (c.473/2-471/0 B.C.), silver drachm, (4.13
g), obv. head of youthful Hermes to right, wearing petasos
ornamented with row of beads above rim, rev. goat walking
right, AINI above, in incuse square, (cf.S.1563, May 6 A4/P4,
AMNG II 278, SNG Cop -, Traite IV 1499 (same dies as
illustration), Berlin 12 (same dies)). Toned, minor edge split,
good very fine and the very rare first drachm issue.
$1,500

4468*
Moesia Inferior, Nicopolis ad Istrum, Septimius Severus,
(A.D. 193-211), AE 27, (11.94 g), L.Aurelius Gallus, legatus
consularis, obv. Septimius Severus laureate draped head right,
around AV K CEP CEYHPOC P, rev. Athena standing to
right, holding spear and resting hand on shield set on a base,
around UP AU GALLOU NIKOPOLITWN, PROC in exergue,
(cf.S.3270, AMNG 1295, Vabanov 2609 var. [reverse Athena
left). Dark patina, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$150

Ex CNG Auction 88, lot 46 with ticket.

Ex Dr George Spradling Collection from CNG eSale 348, April 8, 2015
(lot 431) with ticket.

4472*
Thrace, Byzantion, (c.340-320 B.C.), silver siglos (Persian
standard), (5.30 g), obv. cow standing to left, on dolphin
to left, foreleg raised, above PU, rev. quadripartite incuse
square of mill-sail pattern, (S.1579, SNG BMC Black Sea
21ff. [siglos], SNG Cop. 476). Extremely fine, rare in this
condition.
$300

4469*
Moesia Inferior, Tomis, Severus Alexander, (A.D. 222-235),
AE 27, (13.55 g), obv. Severus Alexander laureate draped
bust right, around AVT K MAP CEY ALEXANDPOC, rev.
Homonia standing to left, holding patera and cornucopiae,
around MHTROPO N TOUTO, MEWE with WC in exergue,
D in left field, (cf.S.3270, AMNG 3240, Vabanov 5348 var.
[obverse legend). Dark green patina, nearly extremely fine
and very rare for this reverse.
$150

A similar piece (in this sale) was struck for the twin city Kalchedon on the
other side of the Bosphorus.

Ex Dr George Spradling Collection, from CNG eSale 345, February 25,
2015 (lot 393) with ticket.

4473*
Thrace, Hadrianopolis, Gordian III, (A.D. 238-244), AE 25,
(9.89 g), obv. laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust to right
of Gordian III around AVT K M ANT GORDIANOC AV,
rev. Asclepius, in his cloak standing in a thinker pose near
right, left arm leaning on the snake staff around ADRIANOP
OLEITWN, (cf.S.3652, Varbanov 3735, Jurukova HP 565
[p.215] same dies). Dark green patina, good very fine,
rare.
$150

part

4470*
(Vespasian - Titus), Moesia & Thrace, period of Vespasian
and Titus (A.D. 69-79; 79-81), (2.74, 4.17, 7.34, 8.45 g)
AE as all with countermark of TI.C.A within a rectangular
punch, countermarked on a worn asses of 1st century A.D.,
(Martini, No.89 type in Pangerl Collection of Countermarked
Imperial Coins); others (5.97, 7.53 g) example with AVG
and T.C.AE. countermarks (5.97 g illustrated), (Martini,
Pangerl Collection of Countermarked Imperial Coins).
Countermarks fine - very fine, host coins poor - fair and all
rare - extremely rare, with collector tickets. (6)
$150

A most unusual representation of Asclepius on the reverse.

Martini notes the letters which he believes to mean TI(tus?) or T(itus) C(aesar)
A(ugustus). He notes these issues as struck generally on issues of Augustus.
Martini places the issue of these coin types to the period of Vespasian and
Titus. It was in the Thrace-Moesia area that these countermarks were applied
to circulating worn coinage.
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4478*
Thrace, Perinthos, (time of Severus Alexander, c.222-235
A.D.), AE 21, (5.46 g), obv. bearded head of Herakles to
left wearing taenia, around IWNWN TON KTIHN, rev. club
upwards, around PERINQION DIC NEWOKOR, across WN,
(cf.S.4833, Schonert-Geiss 207-210, SNG Cop.731, Pozzi
2442). Extremely fine, as struck, rare.
$200

4474*
Thrace, Maroneia, (c386/5-348/7 B.C.), silver tetradrachm,
(10.90 g), obv. horse rearing to left, with trailing rein,
bucranium above, rev. [EPI N]EO MH NIO around a
grape arbor of four bunches all in a linear square, all within
shallow incuse square, (cf.S.1628, Schonert-Geiss 432, SNG
Copenhagen -, HGC 3, 1533 [lists magistrate but not the
symbol], CNG Mail Bid Sale 47 [lot 267 this coin]). Very
fine, unpublished for symbol, known for this magistrate,
probably unique as type for die combination.
$800

Ex Gorny & Mosch, Auction Sale 118, 15 October 2002 (lot 1659).

Ex CNG Mail bid Auction Sale 47, September 16, 1998 (lot 267) with
CNG ticket.

4479*
Thrace, Islands off Thrace, Thasos, (c.520/10-500 B.C.),
silver stater, lumpy fabric, (9.29 g), obv. naked ithyphallic
Satyr (archaic style) in kneeling running attitude carrying off
nymph raising facing hand in protest, rev. rough quadripartite
incuse square, (S.1356, Rider, Thasiennes 1, Asyut Hoard -,
BMC 1, SNG Cop. 1007, HGC 6, 331). Porous, nearly very
fine with clear phallus, very rare of the earliest style.
$500

4475*
Thrace, Maroneia, (c.411/0-398/7 B.C.), silver triobol,
(2.86 g), obv. forepart of prancing horse to left, P L across,
rev. bunch of grapes on branch, rhyton to left, MA to right
all within a dotted shallow incuse square, (cf.S.1632 [£150],
Schonert-Geiss M144, 273, SNG Cop.-). Extremely fine/
good very fine, very rare.
$300

Ex CNG Mail bid Sale 61, September 25, 2002 (lot 2756 part).

Ex CNG by private treaty c.2002.
The Hess-Divo example of this variety in Auction 334 (29 May 2018) (lot
31) realised 600 SFr.

4480*
Thrace, Islands off, Thasos, (c.390-335 B.C.), silver
drachm, (3.76 g), obv. wreathed head of Dionysos to left,
rev. Herakles kneeling to right, drawing bow, salamander
to right above knee, all within incuse square, (cf.S.1753,
West 7, BMC Thrace p.220, 41, HGC 6, 343-345). Bright
very fine, rare.
$400

4476*
Thrace, Olbia, (5th century B.C.), AE dolphin 25x10,
(1.98 g), obv. dolphin, with large eye, with sharp dorsal fin,
(S.1684, SNG BM 368, BMC 19). Dark green patina, very
fine and scarce.
$100

Ex Barry P. Murphy with his ticket.

4481*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Lysimachos, (323-281 B.C.), silver
drachm, (4.25 g), issued 294-287 B.C, Ephesos mint, obv.
diademed head of the deified Alexander right, with horn of
Ammon, rev. BASILEWS LUSIMACOU, on right and left
sides, Athena Nikephoros seated to left, her left arm resting
on shield, transverse spear in background, bow and quiver
inner left, (cf.S.6817, Thompson 171, Sunrise -, Muller 296,
HGC 3, 1753d). Bright, extremely fine, slightly off centred
on obverse and very rare.
$1,000

4477*
Thrace, Pautalia, Caracalla, (A.D. 193-217), AE 29, (16.18
g), obv. laureate head to right of Caracalla, around [AVT K M
AV]PH ANTWNEINOC, rev. Mars standing to right holdin
reversed spear and shield, around OVLPIAC PAUTALIAC,
(S.-, Varbanov 4988, Ruzicka -, ). Grey brown patina, very
fine and very rare.
$150

Ex Freeman & Sear Mail Bid Sale 8 February 5, 2003 (lot 123).

Ex CNG ESale 349, April 22, 2015 (lot 217) coming from the Wayne C.
Phillips Estate.

See similar example in Noble Numismatics Sale 122 (lot 3048) that realised
$2000.
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4482*
Thrace, Kings of, Lysimachos, (323-281 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.80 g), uncertain mint in Asia Minor, of
fine style from c286/5-282/1 B.C., obv. head of Alexander to
right, with diadem and horn of Ammon, within dotted border,
rev. Athena Nikephoros enthroned to left, supporting Nike,
spear behind, resting arm on shield, to right BASILEWS, to
left LUSIMACOU, LCA monogram in left field, (cf.S.6814,
cf.Thompson 230 [Parion], M.-, SNG Cop.-, Armenak -,
Meydancikkale -). Light grey patination, with full flan and
well centred on both sides, about as struck, extremely fine
and very rare.
$3,000

4484*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Lysimachos, (323-281 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.14 g), Amphipolis mint, issued 288/7-282/1
B.C., obv. head of Alexander to right, with diadem and horn
of Ammon, within dotted circle, rev. Athena Nikephoros
enthroned to left, supporting Nike, spear behind, kerykeion
(caduceus with handle to left) in inner left, KO monogram
outer right, to right BASILEWS, to left LUSIMACOU, (cf.
S.6814, Thompson 193, SNG Berry 419, Boston 836, SNG
Hart 351, SNG Cop. 1114, M.106). Light golden patination,
good very fine and scarce.
$1,000

Ex Numismatik Lanz, Munich, Auction Sale 135, 21 May 2007 (lot 154)
with his large illustrated ticket for the coin.

Of the finest style. Similar examples in the Meydancikkale Hoard No. 26692671 (p.125, Pl.78), and the Armenak Hoard No.906-909 (p.86).

Ex CNG eSale 322, March 12, 2014 (lot 104).

The only other example of the monogram to appear in Coin Archives occurs
in Noble Auction Sale 101 November 2012 (lot 3399).

4485*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Lysimachos, (323-281 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.72 g), uncertain Macedonian mint, issued
about 282 or shortly after B.C., obv. head of Alexander to
right, with diadem and horn of Ammon, within dotted circle,
rev. Athena Nikephoros enthroned to left, supporting Nike,
F over cult statue in inner left, to right BASILEWS, to left
LUSIMACOU, (cf.S.6814, Thompson -, SNG Berry -, Boston
-, SNG Hart -, SNG Cop. -, Meydancikkale -, M.357).
Bright, extremely fine and very rare.
$2,000

4483*
Thrace, Kingdom of, Lysimachos, (323-281 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.7995 g), Pergamon mint, style of that issued
287/6-282 B.C., obv. head of Alexander to right, with diadem
and horn of Ammon, within dotted border, K under bust,
rev. Athena enthroned to left, supporting Nike, to inner left
a cult statue, to far left F, crescent to left in exergue, to right
BASILEWS to left LUSIMACOU, (cf.S.6814, Thompson 226,
Arnold-Biucchi 67 [dies of obv.12, rev.65, [error on plates],
M.292). Well centred, toned and with a very high relief,
with a fine eye, good fine and very rare, the die combination
known by Vienna museum specimen.
$900

Ex CNG private purchase, December 34, 2002 with ticket.

Ex London Coin Galleries December 6, 1997, previously from Spink America
Auction Sale June 3, 1997 (lot 486).
The Pergamon mint issues of Lysimachos are considered to have,
numismatically, the finest of the artistic representations of portraiture of
Alexander the Great. The issues signed by the engraver K are considered
the best of the dramatic style and the closest to the Copenhagen head of
Alexander, which Herbert A. Cahn attributes to his second creative diecutter "Modellmeister B", c.287 B.C. It was at "the mint in Pergamon
while Philetairos was serving Lysimachos there from c.287 B.C. to c.282
B.C. the Alexander heads were done in a local version of this later style
which is distinctive and very beautiful (fig. 3a)" Blanche R. Brown "Royal
Portraits in Sculpture and Coins" p.14); (fig 3a is the best K tetradrachm in
the ANS collection which is in similar condition to this specimen). "In them
the surface richness remains but the modelling is more sensitive and subtle.
The basic form is relatively more plastic and unified, with fewer concave
transitions and with convex forms more clearly delimited and structured...
the drawing itself is suave and refined. The Pergamene Alexander ... still has
a pervading sense of movement and life. Its particular refinements of features
and outlines are not echoed in the Copenhagen portrait, but the smoother,
more simplified transitions of the modelling of the face are comparable."
(Ibid, p.14-15).

4486*
Macedon, Akanthos, (420-380 B.C.), silver tetradrachm,
(13.39 g), obv. bull kneeling to left, looking back, attacked
by lion to right on his back, in exergue below EVK, dotted
border, rev. AKA- NQ- IO - N around a raised square with
plain surface all within incuse square, (S.1367, cf.BMC 22
[p.5], Desneux [Les tetradrachmes d'Akanthos] No.118
[dies D114/R106], AMNG III 27 cf.28-32, SNG ANS 12-15
variety). Toned, extremely fine, irregular edge, very rare.
$6,000
Ex Ponterio & Associates Inc, Sale 129 January 16-17, 2004 (lot 380),
ticket for sale included.
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Akanthos was one of those cities that produced a very prolific coinage serving
an international need in the archaic and classical period. They were minted
on the Attic weight standard [17.2 grams for the tetradrachm], and formed
an issue that could circulate with contemporary Athenian coins on equal
terms. The weight was reduced in the late 5th century to 14 grams.

4491*
Macedon, king of, Alexander I, (498-454 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (12.56 g), issued c492-480/479 B.C, Aigai
mint, obv. horseman wearing a petasos and chlamys holding
two long spears, on horseback trotting to right, no symbols
or monograms, rev. quadripartite incuse square, (S.1480,
Raymond pl.II, 8 [same obverse die], HPM Pl.XII, 13
(Bisaltai), SNG ANS 2-5, SNG Alpha Bank 5-6, HGC 3, 762
[R2]). Good fine/nearly fine, softly struck, very rare.
$1,500

4487*
Macedon, Akanthos, silver tetrobol, (470-390 B.C.), (2.43
g), obv. forepart of bull kneeling left, looking back, above PE
dotted border, rev. shallow quadripartite incuse square, (cf.
S.1369, SNG ANS 46, SNG Ash 2214, AMNG 34). Bright,
nearly extremely fine and scarce.
$150
Ex CNG retail with ticket, acquired in January 2002.

Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 72, 14 June 2006 (lot 236) with ticket.
Only a very few examples listed in Coin Archives.

4488*
Macedon, Amphipolis (158-149 B.C.), silver tetradrachm,
(16.89 g), obv. Macedonian shield, at centre of which is a
bust of Artemis Tauropolos to right with bow and quiver
at her shoulder, rev. MAKEDONWN PRWTHS in two lines,
club between monogram HP above and N below, all within
oak wreath, to left of which a thunderbolt, (S.1386, BMC 4
[p.7], AMNG 167 [p.56], SNG Ash. 3300). Nearly extremely
fine and a scarce set of monograms.
$1,000

4492*
Macedon, king of, Archelaus, (413-399 B.C.), silver stater
(didrachm), (10.51 g), obv. horseman wearing a kausia and
chlamys holding two long spears, on horseback galloping left,
rev. AP-XE-LAO around, forepart of a goat to right, head
reverted, all within a linear square, (S.1494, Westermark,
'The Staters of Archelaus, A die study' Group 1 (obv. 6,
rev.6), AMNG III, Pl.XXIX, 10 [same reverse die], SNG ANS
64, SNG Lockett 1389, HGC 3, 794 [R2]). Good very fine,
softly struck, very rare.
$8,000
Ex CNG Triton VI, January 14-15, 2003 (lot 146) with ticket.
Last example noted reported sold on Coin Archives was in 2014 for $7000
US, it was in similar condition.

4489*
Macedon, Neapolis, silver stater, (500-480 B.C.), (9.39 g),
obv. Gorgon's head facing, with tongue protruding, rev.
quadripartite incuse square, (cf.S.1303, SNG ANS 406-19,
AMNG III/2 - 6). Toned, struck on a slightly irregular flan
with minor porosity, good very fine and very rare.
$2,500
Ex CNG Auction 93, (lot 137) with ticket.

4493*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Philip II, (359-336 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (14.34 g), Amphipolis III mint, issued c. 323/2316/5 B.C., obv. head of Zeus laureate to right, dotted border,
rev. naked youth or small man (Philip II), on horseback to
right, below L, star to right, above FILIP POU, (cf.S.6683,
Le Rider Pl.44, 6, [Pl.46, p.124], Troxell Group 3, M.95).
Lightly toned, extremely fine/good very fine cut in horse at
edge, very scarce.
$750

4490*
Macedon, Potidaia, (525-500 B.C.), silver tetrobol, (2.67
g), obv. Poseidon Hippios on horse standing right, holding
trident and reins, star below, rev. archaic head of Amazon
to right, wearing pointed fox-skin cap. (S.1283, SNG Cop.
313-4, BMC 2 (p.100), SNG ANS 692. Lightly toned, surface
porosity, very fine and very rare.
$250

Ex Gorny & Mosch Auction Sale 13/10/1997 (lot 6254).

Ex CNG Auction 84, (lot 213) with ticket.
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4494*
Macedon, Kingdom of Philip II, (359-336 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (13.18 g), Amphipolis IV mint, issued c. 307297 B.C. under Kassander as king, obv. head of Zeus laureate
to right, dotted border, rev. naked youth or small man (Philip
II), on horseback to right, L over bucranion below, and HG
monogram below right, above FILIP POU, (cf.S.6683, Le
Rider Group IV, [p.125, Pl.47, 2], SNG ANS 763-770).
Toned, nearly very fine and rare, with old collectors ticket.
$250

4497*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.71 g), Chios mint, issued 270-225 B..C.,
obv. head of Herakles to right wearing lion skin, rev. Zeus
seated on throne to left, eagle in outstretched hand, sphinx
to left above monogram to left, to right ALEXANDRO[U], A
under throne, (cf.S.6713, Price 2334, BMC -, M.-, ProkeschOsten (1) 247, Bauslaugh series 12A (ANS MN 24), HGC
6, 1132. Toned, very fine and rare.
$400

Ex Buckland Dix & Wood, Auction Sale 15 December 1995 (lot 3).

Ex Collection of Dr.Will Gordon, from CNG Esale 356 July 29, 2015, (lot
152).
The coin type according to Robert Bauslaugh is known only from one obverse
and two reverse dies. He knew of only three examples of this type.

4495*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.03 g), Herakleia Pontike in Bithynia mint,
issued c.230-200 B.C., obv. head of Herakles to right wearing
lion skin, rev. Zeus Aetophoros seated on throne to left,
eagle in outstretched hand, ALEXANDROU to right, club
in exergue, (cf.S.6713, Price 1278, HGC 7, 481). Compact
flan, extremely fine, rare.
$900

4498*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.98 g), uncertain southern mint, issued
c.320-280 B.C., obv. head of Herakles to right wearing lion
skin with dotted border, rev. Zeus Aetophoros seated on
throne to left, lagobolon in left field, eagle in outstretched
hand, K below throne, ALEXANDROU to right, dotted
border, (cf.S.6713, Price 3070, SNG Saroglos -). Very fine
or better, very rare type.
$600

Ex (Collection of Dr. Will Gordon) CNG eSale 375, June 1, 2016 (lot
356).
Only a few examples known from this mint with the name Alexander.

Ex CNG eSale 375 June 1, 2016 (lot 424).
Price places this issue at an uncertain mint in southern Asia Minor, an
area that was continually contested between various successor kingdoms,
consequently an issue that could be struck by the Antigonids, Sekeukids
or Ptolemies. The lagobolon rarely appears on coins it was believed to be
a hunter's stick or weapon for striking hares. A similar issue in EF was in
CNG Mail Bid Sale 96 (lot 521) and realised $1600US.

4496*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (15.79 g), Alexandreia in Troas mint, issued
189-180 B..C., obv. head of Herakles to right wearing
lion skin, countermarked with anchor within rectangular
incuse, rev. Zeus Aetophoros seated left holding eagle, in
outstretched hand, monograms above and below arm, in
exergue horse grazing left, to right ALEXANDRO[U], (cf.
S.6713, Price 1523 (corrected), Belinger A128). Bright, very
fine and very rare.
$300
Ex Collection of Dr.Will Gordon, from CNG Esale 356 July 29, 2015, (lot
121).
The coin type according to Robert Bauslaugh is known only from one obverse
and two reverse dies. He knew of only three examples of this type.
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4502*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
drachm, uncertain mint, probably a Celtic copy, obv. head of
Herakles to right wearing lion skin, rev. Zeus seated on throne
to left, eagle in outstretched hand, crude style with legend
similar to ALEXANDROU to right, (cf.S.6730) (illustrated);
Persian Imperial Coinage, Kingdom of Artaxerxes II and
III (375-320 B.C.), stuck in Lydia at Sardeis, silver siglos,
obv. king bearded to right with dagger, rev. crude incuse
square punch, with several bankers countermarks, (S.4683,
Carradice type IV, Group C). Fine or better. (2)
$150

4499*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (17.09 g), Tyre mint, issued 290-286 B.C.,
obv. head of Herakles to right wearing lion skin with dotted
border, rev. Zeus seated on throne to left, eagle in outstretched
hand, to left complex monogram, UDY monogram in circle
below throne, ALEXANDROU to right, (cf.S.6713, Price
3537, Hersh 'Tyrus' 24 [corrected, monogram 24 not 22, dies
VII/c], SNG Munich -, SNG Alpha Bank -, SNG Saroglos -,
BMC -, M -, Meydancikkale 2192 [same dies]). Extremely
fine, very rare.
$1,500

Ex Dr Curtis R. Paxman Collection, American Auction Association, Bowers
and Ruddy Galleries, November 4-6, 1974 (lot 1781) for the second coin
with its Auction ticket

Ex CNG Triton XIV, 4-5 January, 2011 (lot 93)_ with ticket.
A similar example in Noble Sale 96 (April 2011) (lot 4980) realised
$1200.

4500*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.),
silver obols (0.49, 0.63, 0.64 g), uncertain mints (but
determinable), issued c.330-280 B.C., obv. head of Herakles
to right wearing lion skin, dotted border, rev. Zeus seated
on throne to left, eagle in outstretched hand, symbols to left
or below, traces of ALEXANDROU to right, dotted border,
(cf.S.6736, cf.Price 4010 et al). Porous flan, otherwise fine
- very fine, all rare. (3)
$150

4503*
Macedon, Kings of Macedon, Kassander (305-298 B.C.),
19mm, (3.68 g), uncertain mint in Caria, struck under
Pleistarchos c. 301-298/4 B.C., obv. helmet with nose and
cheek guards to right, rev. spearhead, BASILEWS above,
KASSAN[DROU] below (S.6756, Weber 2166, McClean Pl.
132, 20; HGC 3, 998). Very fine, minor pitting on reverse,
rare.
$100

Ex CNG Triton VIII January 190, 2005 (lot 1964 part).

Ex Tom Cederlind USA estate, previously from the Robert Meyers USA,
Auction catalogue February 1976 (lot 14) with ticket.

4504*
Macedon, Philip II, (359-336 B.C.) type issued by
Kassander as regent (310-290 B.C.), silver fifth tetradrachm,
posthumous issue of Amphipolis mint, (1.78 g), obv. head
of Apollo to right, hair bound with tainia, rev. naked youth
on horse prancing to right, club below horse, (S.6689, Le
Rider Pl.48,12 [same obverse die], SNG ANS 826 [same
obverse die]). Light weight with reverse hoard patination,
very fine and rare.
$100

part

4501*
Macedon, Kingdom of, Alexander III, (336-323 B.C.), silver
drachm, (3.98 g), Lampsacus mint, issued c. 310-301 B.C.,
obv. head of Herakles to right wearing lion skin, rev. Zeus
seated on throne to left, eagle in outstretched hand, NO
monogram under throne, forepart of Pegasos to left in left
field, ALEXANDROU to right, (cf.S.6730, Price 1382, BMC
1382a-c, M.612, SNG Ash.2696-7, SNG Cop.887); another
(4.3 g), Colophon mint, similar with symbols of horizontal
grain and behind a spear head in right field (Price 1750,
SNG Cop. 947); another (3.50 g), similat T I in left field (cf.
Price 1808A). Fine - very fine, lightly toned, well centred,
last with some surface scratches and roughness, first two
illustrated. (3)
$250
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that of the greatest Macedonian Alexander the Great. This present coin
struck during the reign of Gordian III in 242 A.D. when Gordian III passed
through the city to make war on the Sasanian or Persian Empire. It portrays
Alexanders head on the obverse with his elevated gaze, thus indicative of his
pothos (longing) to do the impossible and ascend to the gods. The reverse
type depicts Alexander charging into battle on the back of his beloved horse,
Bucephalus. The link to Gordian and its issue is an attempt for the emperor
to repeat the same feat as Alexander and to destroy the Persian Empire.
History shows that Gordian failed in his battle with the Sasanians and was
killed following his defeat.

4505*
Macedon, Kings of, Philip V (221-179 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, uncertain mint possibly Pella or Amphipolis,
(16.94 g), struck 188/7-184 B.C., obv. head of Philip V to
left wearing winged helmet surmounted by a griffin head,
harpa in background all in the centre of a Macedonian
shield, rev. club, across BASILEWS above and FILIPPOU
below, all within an oak wreath tying to left, (S.6791, SNG
Munich 1125, AMNG III p.1897 No.1, HGC 3, 1, 1056).
Reverse double struck, grey patina, extremely fine/good very
fine and very rare.
$6,000

4508*
Thessaly, Larissa, (c.380-365 B.C.), silver drachm, (6.21
g), obv. head of nymph Larissa facing slightly left, hair in
ampyx, within dotted border, rev. hero Thessalos wearing
petasos and chlamys, preparing to vault on the back of
bridled horse cantering right, LA R ISA [ION] around, (S.-,
BCD Thessaly 291, SNG Stockholm 1220 (same dies), Pozzi
1221 (same dies)). Attractively toned, good very fine and a
very rare type.
$750

Ex Heritage World Coin Auctions, January 6, 2013 (lot 21175).

4506
Macedon under Romans, G. Publilius Quaestor issued 148146 B.C., AE 22-25, (10.76 g), obv. Roma head to right, with
griffin on helmet, rev. MAKEDONIWN TAMIOU GAI[OV]
POPNLIOU in three lines in wreath, (S.-, ANS Museum
Notes 1968 type 1, SNG Cop. 1318, Lindgren 1348);
Macedon, Thessalonica Mint, an issue of Mark Antony and
Octavian, AE 30, (23.50 g), [dated year 5 of the Antonian
Era?], = (37 B.C.), obv. draped head of Eleutheria right, E
behind, around [QESSALONIKEWN ELEU]QERIAS, dotted
border, rev. Nike advancing left with wreath and palm,
around M ANT [AUT G KAI AUT], dotted border, (S.-, RPC
I 1551). Toned, nearly fine - nearly very fine. (2)
$100

Ex CNG Auction 84, lot 342 with ticket.

4509*
Thessaly, Thessalian League, (196-146 B.C.), silver stater
or double victoriatus, (6.03 g), Magistrates Ptolemios and
Aristokles, Larissa mint, obv. head of Zeus to right, crowned
with oak leaves, behind PTOLEMAIOU, rev. Athena Itonia
advancing to right, brandishing spear and holding shield,
on sides QESSA LWN, above across A RIS, either side of
figure TO L/KH/S, (cf.S.2232, McClean 4841, BCD 872.5,
cf.SNG Cop. 292), Extremely fine/good very fine, bright well
centred, a rare variant.
$300

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection.

4507*
Macedon, Koinon type, (c.A.D. 220-245), AE 27 (13.38
g), obv. head of Alexander the Great to right, around
ALEXANDROU, rev. galloping horseman to right, (Alexander
on Bukephalos), around KOINON MAKEDOBWNN,
(S.4808, cf.BMC 120-2, AMNG III, p.528, 512, BMC 120,
SNG Cop.1355). Very fine, brown part earthern patina,
very rare.
$400

4510*
Thessaly, Thessalian League, (late 2nd century early 1st
century B.C.), silver stater or double victoriatus, (5.99 g),
Magistrate Leun.., Larissa mint, obv. head of Zeus to right,
crowned with oak leaves, behind monogram behind HAQ],
thunderbolt below, rev. Athena Itonia advancing to right,
brandishing spear and holding shield, on sides QESSA LWN,
across L-E/O-N, (cf.S.2232, McClean 4713, [Pl. 176, 14;
BCD 857.2). Extremely fine/good very fine, bright well
centred, a very rare magistrate.
$300

Ex CNG Triton III, November 30-December 1, 1999 (lot 1743 part).
The Koinon of Macedonians under the Roman Empire was a religious
and administrative confederation of Macedonian cities going back to the
Macedonian kings under Perseus and Philip V. The capital of the Koinon
was located at Beroia, where it celebrated pentetric Olympic Games. Coinage
struck by the Koinon regularly advertised the glories of the past especially
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4513*
Acarnania, Leucas (Colony of Corinth), (420-350 B.C.),
silver stater, (8.51 g), obv. Pegasos with pointed wing flying to
right, plain below, rev. head of Athena to right in Corinthian
helmet over a leather cap, caduceus behind head, (cf.S.2277,
Calciati 93 [p.416], BMC 221, SNG Cop.346). Nearly
extremely fine, slightly off centred on reverse, rare.
$500

4511*
Thessaly, Thessalian League or Confederacy, AE trichalkon
16mm, (late 2nd - mid 1st century B.C.), (6.43 g), Thra..
magistrate, probably Larissa mint, obv. laureate head of
Apollo to right, rev. Athena Itonia striding to right, QESSA
LWN, around, QPA to left, owl to right on spear, (HGC 4, 225,
BCD 838) (illustrated); another similar with a monogram in
right field, (8.48 g), (HGC 4, 224, BCD 898.7); others similar
but different monograms, (7.55, 8.61 g), (HGC 4, 224, BCD
898.2, 898.5); others similar, with different monograms or
named magistrate TIMA.., (8.12, 5.86 g), (HGC 4, 224,
BCD 899.1, 899.4); another similar Hippolo[chos] and Ari..
magistrate (this on BCD 900.3) (4.63, 4.26, 6.25), (HGC 4,
225, BCD 900 [no owl], 900.1 [with owl], 900.3); another
Kyllos and Petraios magistrate (this magistrate) (HGC 4,
226, BCD 900.7); another Gennipos magistrate with caps
of the Dioskouri (5.46 g), (HGC 4, 226, BCD 901.6). Fine
- nearly extremely fine, mostly scarce. (11)
$200

Ex CNG eSale 314, November 6, 2013 (lot 98).

4514*
Acarnania, Leucas (Colony of Corinth), (420-350 B.C.),
silver stater, (8.52 g), obv. Pegasos with pointed wing flying
to right, L below, rev. head of Athena to right in Corinthian
helmet over a leather cap, kerykeion (caduceus) behind head,
(cf.S.2277, Calciati 92 [p.415-6], BMC 57-58 [p.130]).
Toned, nearly extremely fine and rare.
$500

Ex BCD Collection, all with descriptive tickets, last from Baldwin's January
1976, second last from Stacks March 1979 (lot 289 part).

Ex The New York Sale V, 16 January 2003 (lot 110).

4515*
Acarnania, Leucas (Colony of Corinth), (470-450 B.C.),
silver stater, (8.30 g), obv. Pegasos with curled wing flying
to right, L below, rev. head of Athena to left in Corinthian
helmet over a leather cap, within incuse square, (cf.S.2265,
Calciati II 15 BCD Akarnania 177). Fine and very scarce.
$400

part

4512*
Thessaly, Thessalian League or Confederacy, AE dichalkon
16mm, (late 2nd - mid 1st century B.C.), (5.08 g), Hippaitas
magistrate, probably Larissa mint, obv. helmeted head of
Athena to right, IPPAI ALW N above and below, rev. horse
trotting right, QES/S/ALWN, around, (HGC 4, 230, BCD
840) (illustrated) scarce; another tetralkon, (mid - late 1st
century B.C.), (10.30 g), obv. Zeus, rev. Thessalos jumping
from horse wrestling bull, (HGC 4, 222, BCD 897); another
dichalkon, (5.19 g), Philokrates et al magistrates, rev. Athena
Itonia standing left (HGC 4, 227, BCD 854) scarce; another
dichalkon, (7.42 g), similar with countermark SEB on
obverse (HGC 4, 227, BCD 908.1) rare; another chalkos
(5.48 g), rev. horse preparing to lie down (HGC 4, 234,
BCD 909.2/3); another (5.46 g), Python magistrate (HGC
4, 232, BCD 909.5); various AE chalkoi (3), (3.25, 4.17,
4.24 g), obv. Zeus head right, rev. Athena Itonia, standing
right, with various monograms (HGC 4, 229, BCD 910.2,
910.3, 910.4 [illustrated]; similar AE Chalkoi obv. Apollo
right, (1.83, 3.14, 3.29, 2.58, 4.23 g), last with grain of ear
right, (HGC 4, 237, 238; BCD 911.1, 911.5, 912.2, 912.3,
912.6 (illustrated). Good - nearly extremely fine, mostly
scarce. (14)
$150

Ex Gerhard Hirsch, Munich, Auction Sale 221, May 2, 2002 (lot 257).

4516*
Acarnania, Leucas (Colony of Corinth), (400-360 B.C.),
silver stater, (8.26 g), obv. Pegasos with pointed wing flying
to left, plain below, rev. head of Athena to left in Corinthian
helmet over a leather cap, phiale behind head, L above, (cf.
S.2277, Calciati 27, BCD Akarnania -, SNG Cop. -). Good
fine, faint porosity, and very rare.
$300
Ex CNG eSale 314, November 6, 2013 (lot 92) with ticket sold for
$160US.

Ex BCD Collection, with descriptive tickets.
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4517*
Epeiros, Ambrakia, (360-338 B.C.), silver stater, (8.31 g),
obv. Pegasos standing to right, lifting left foreleg, below
Bellerophon kneeling and examining raised hoof, rev. head
of Athena to right in Corinthian helmet over a leather cap,
A behind head, (S.1961, Calciati 98 [p.466, Ravel 147]).
Lightly toned, very fine and very rare.
$1,000

4520*
Aetolia, Aetolian League, (c.220-196 B.C.), silver tetradrachm
(17.07 g), obv. head of young Herakles to right in lion skin
headress, dotted border, rev. Aetolia seated right as an
Amazon, on a pile Macedonian and Gaulish shields, holding
sword and spear, AITWLW[N], AY monogram over SE to
right, (S.2317, BMC 8, R.A. de la Laix "The silver Coinage
of the Aetolian League" CSCA VI (1973) issue 8). Nearly
extremely fine, off centred, very rare.
$2,500

Only four other examples on CoinArchives.

Ex Freeman & Sear, Mail bid Auction Sale 9, July 16, 2003, (lot 98 with
ticket).

4518*
Illyria, Epidamnos-Dyrrhachion, (450-350 century B.C.),
silver stater, (10.70 g), obv. cow standing right looking back
at calf, which it suckles, rev. double floral pattern within
square, around D U R anticlockwise and club, (S.1890, BMC
1, SNG Cop. 421, Dewing 1433, SNG Delepierre 1164).
Good fine, bright and rare.
$200

4521*
Boiotia, Thebes, (425-395 B.C.), silver stater, (12.06 g), obv.
Boiotian shield, rev. amphora in incuse circle, with ivy leaf
hanging outwards from left handle, across field Q E either
side, (cf.S.2389, BCD 390, Traite 247, [Pl.CC,16], cf.Myron
Hoard 222-245 [Pl.B, 26], BMC 74, cf.SNG Cop. 307).
Bright, good very fine and a rare type.
$600

This coin part of a forthcoming publication by Prof. A. Meadows, Oxford
University.

Ex CNG with their ticket, acquired 22 January 2010.

4519*
Akarnania, Thyrrheion, silver stater, (168-160 B.C.), (10.02
g), obv. human-faced, bull-headed river god Acheloos to
right, behind MENANDROS, rev. Apollo Aktios seated on
a stone throne to right with drawn bow, in the field to left
QURREIWN, to right a monogram of MK, (S.2303, SNG
Cop. 417, Imhoof-Blumer A 175, 21, BCD 393 [same
reverse die], BCD 395.2 (This Coin) (M&M 23 Germany,
18 October 2007). Good very fine, trace of hoard patination,
very rare.
$1,500

4522*
Boiotia, Thebes, (382-363 B.C.), silver stater, Arka..
Magistrate, (11.98 g), obv. Boiotian shield, rev. amphora,
in concave field, with two ivy leaves above, across letters
AP KA either side, (cf.S.2398, Hepworth Series D4, No.14
[in list], BCD 537 [p.100, Triton IX], Head, Boeotia p.64,
Weber 3271 [(p.309, Pl.123]), Traite III, 267 [Pl.CCI, 13],
BMC 117-9 [p.81], SNG Delepierre 1299 [Pl.34]), Good
very fine, some mint bloom on reverse, very scarce.
$600

Ex BCD Collection, from the Munzen & Medallion Sale 18 October 2007
(lot 395 part).
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4523*
Boeotia, Thebes, (363-338 B.C.), magistrate Theog.., silver
stater, (12.06 g), obv. Boiotian shield, rev. amphora in
concave field, with letters QE OG either side, caduceus above,
(cf.S.2398, Hepworth Series B1, No.58, BCD 503 same
reverse die, Traite III 267, Pozzi 1441, BMC 145 (p.83),
McClean 5600, SNG Cop 338). Nearly extremely fine, struck
on good metal and a very scarce type.
$800

4527*
Attica, Athens, (c.454-404 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (17.12
g), obv. head of Athena to right wearing ivy crested helmet,
eye front, rev. owl standing to right, head facing, olive twig
and crescent behind, to right, AQE, all in incuse square,
(S.2526, BMC 62, SNG Cop 31, Kroll 8, SNG Gulbenkian
519-21). Lightly toned, struck on an irregular flan, extremely
fine and scarce in this condition.
$1,800

Ex CNG retail purchase, #854566 with ticket.

Ex Ancient Numismatic Enterprise with ticket.

4524*
Boeotia, Federal Coinage, (c.220s B.C.), AE 17 (3.67 g). obv.
head of Demeter or Kore three-quarter face right, wearing
grain wreath, rev. Poseidon, naked, standing left, resting right
foot on rock and leaning on trident, to right, BOIWTWN
downward, (S.2413, HGC 4, 1182, BCD Boiotia 102 SNG
Cop.384, BMC p. 41, 81, pl. VI, 8). Overstruck on AE of
Antigonos Gonatas of the type SNG Cop. 1214-1221). Very
fine, green patina, rare.
$100

4528*
Attica, Athens, (449-413 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (17.17
g), issue c.430 B.C., obv. head of Athena to right wearing ivy
crested helmet, eye in profile, rev. owl standing to right, head
facing, in erect posture, olive twig and crescent behind, to
right, AQE, all in incuse square, (S.2526, BMC 62, cf.Starr
Pl.XXII, SNG Cop.33-40). About as struck, good extremely
fine.
$3,000

Ex BCD Collection with ticket.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 85, lot 3123. With ticket from Noble
Numismatics.

4525*
Euboia, Chalkis, (c.338-308 B.C.), silver drachm, (3.65 g),
obv. Hera head to right, hair rolled, rev. eagle flying to right,
carrying snake in talons and beak, below reversed CAL,
above ZH monogram, (cf.S.2483, Picard Series Emission
8, Lanz BCD Auction Sale 111 [No. 138 realised 300 euros
+]). Good very fine, rare.
$300

4529*
Attica, Athens, (449-413BC), silver tetradrachm (17.01g),
obv. Athena helmeted head to right; rev. owl standing to
left, olive twig and crescent behind, AQE to right (S.2526).
Nearly extremely fine and rare thus.
$1,500

Ex CNG, private purchase 20 January 2005, ex BCD Collection with ticket
and CNG ticket priced $265.

4526*
Euboia, Eretria, (500-465 B.C.), silver obol, (0.46 g), obv.
bull's head facing, E above on side, rev. octopus in incuse
square, (S.1825 [£125], BMC 33-38, SNG Cop. 473, Lanz
Auction Sale Catalogue 111, [lots 324-335], Dewing 1546).
Good fine and rare.
$200

4530*
Attica, Athens, (449-413BC), silver tetradrachm (17.22g),
obv. Athena helmeted head to right; rev. owl standing to
right, olive twig and crescent behind AQE to right (S.2526).
Toned, good very fine.
$1,200

Ex CNG Group (with their ticket) 20 January 2005, ex BCD Collection and
previously from the W.P.Wallace Collection.
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4531*
Attica, Athens, (449-413 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (17.17
g), issue c430 B.C., obv. head of Athena to right wearing ivy
crested helmet, eye in profile, rev. owl standing to right, head
facing, in erect posture, olive twig and crescent behind, to
right, AQE, all in incuse square, (S.2526, BMC 62, cf.Starr
Pl.XXII, SNG Cop.33-40, Kroll 8, HGC 4, 1597). Nearly
as struck, with edge split, nearly extremely fine.
$1,200

4534*
Attica, Athens, (166-57 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.77 g),
issued 151-150 B.C., (Thompson date) but probably 119-8
B.C. (revised chronology), obv. head of Athena Parthenos
to right wearing triple-crested Athenian helmet, ornamented
with Pegasus, rev. owl standing to right, head facing, in erect
posture, on prostrate amphora, Helios in quadriga facing
to right, legend across A QE, to left DION US[I] on left
downwards DION/USI / APIS/TAI on the amphora G, below
amphora traces of DI all within olive wreath, (cf.S.2555,
Thompson 563b [same obverse die] HGC 4, 1602, cf.SNG
Cop.147). Very fine, rare symbol on reverse.
$750

Ex CNG Esale 455, October 30, 2019, (lot 95).

Ex Freeman & Sear, Los Angeles, September 10, 2002.

4532*
Attica, Athens, an Egyptian contemporary copy, (c.449-413
B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.49 g), obv. head of Athena
to right wearing ivy crested helmet, eye facing, rev. owl
standing to right, head facing, in erect posture, olive twig
and crescent behind, to right, AQE all in incuse square,
(S.2526, cf.BMC 62, cf.SNG Cop 31). Toned, tight irregular
flan, weak on owl face, otherwise extremely fine/very fine,
rare and important.
$1,200

4535*
Attica, Athens, (c.A.D. 264-267), AE 23 (6.49 g), obv.
helmeted head of Athena to right, wearing crested Corinthian
helmet, dotted border, rev. AQHN A I WN, Athena standing
front, head to left, holding a spear in her right hand and
shield in her left, within a dotted border, (S.4850, Sv. Pl.86,
6-12, 14-18; Kroll, Athenian Agora Period VI (264-267
A.D,.), No.318 [p.163, Pl.20], RPC IV [on line] 3418, SNG
Cop. 393, BMC 678). An unusually attractive example about
extremely fine and very rare in this condition.
$500

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 84 (lot 1649) and previously Sale 59 (lot
1860).
It is only in recent times that the style of this tetradrachm type has been
recognised as being a contemporary Egyptian copy manufactured officially
for trade purposes within that part of the world.

Sear (1982) believed that this type probably represents the brass statue
of Athena Promachos on the Acropolis. A similar example nearly as fine
realised on the 29 June 2019 in a Leu Numismatik web auction 8, 550 SFr.
= $563 US.

4533*
Attica, Athens, (166-57 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.20 g),
issued 141-140 B.C., (Thompson date) but probably 108-7
B.C. (revised chronology), obv. head of Athena Parthenos
to right wearing triple-crested Athenian helmet, ornamented
with Pegasus, rev. owl standing to right, head facing, in erect
posture, on prostrate amphora, quiver and bow to right,
legend across A QE, to left and right across DA MWN on
left downwards [S]WSI/[K]RA/[T]HS and below [E]PI/[GE]N
on the amphora H, below amphora ME all within olive
wreath, (cf.S.2555, Thompson 728c [same obverse die and
probably same reverse die] = Athens [Delos Hoard], HGC
4, 1602, cf.SNG Cop.147). Extremely fine a rare symbol
on reverse.
$1,500

4536*
Attica, Islands off, Aegina, (Aigina), (500-480 B.C.), silver
stater, (11.61 g), obv. smoothed shell sea turtle without row
of dots down dorsal spine, with several banker's marks,
Athena helmeted head left, a six petal rosette, and several
others of uncertain type, rev. 'incuse five sunken segments',
[intentionally cut into the die], (S.1851, Asyut Group IIIa
"thin collar", cf.438-465, SNG Delepierre 1629). Well
centred, fine - very fine, with a worn obverse die.
$250
Ex CNG private purchase January 22, 1998.
Asyut hoard suggests the chronology to be 500/490-480 B.C.

Ex CNG December December 7, 1997.
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4537*
Attica, Aegina, (c.370 B.C.), silver stater, (11.96 g), obv. land
tortoise with large square segmented shell, rev. incuse square
of large formalised design, with two principal lines coming
at right angles, (S.2603, BMC 149, SNG Delepierre 1545,
Oeconomides, "The ICGH 101 Hoard and the Circulation
of the Tortoise in the Peloponnessus", in Florilegium
Numismaticum pp.307-312, Nos.1-4, Millbank p.44, b,
Pl.II, 14-15). Toned, with some hoard patination, very fine
and rare.
$750

part

4541*
Peloponnesos, Achaean League, Elis (Olympia), (196-146
B.C.), silver hemidrachms, obv. laureate head of Zeus to
right, rev. large AX monogram, F A across, LU above
(S.2993, Clerk 280/52); another from Antigoneia (Mantineia
in Arkadia), (180-160 B.C.), similar A N across, CW below,
(cf.S.2998, Clerk 197); together with Sicily Syracuse, silver
litra (474-450 B.C.), obv. Artemis-Arethusa to right, rev.
cuttle-fish, (S.929, Boeh. 421); Boeotian League, Thebes,
silver drachm, (196-146 B.C.), obv. Poseidon head right, rev.
Nike standing left with wreath and trident (S.2404, cf.BMC
103-4). Nearly fine - very fine. (4)
$200

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 99 (lot 3383).

Ex Dix Noonan and Webb, Sale 42, 8th September 1999 (lot 22 part).

4538*
Corinthia, Corinth, (480-450 B.C.), silver stater, (8.33 g),
obv. Pegasos flying to right, Q below, rev. small head of
Athena to left, wearing Corinthian helmet, Q behind helmet,
(S.2617, Calciati 83/1 same dies, Ravel 263). Nearly very
fine and very rare with koppa both sides.
$400
4542*
Peloponnesos, Elis, Olympia, (struck c.432 B.C. for the 87th
Olympiad), silver stater (11.75 g), obv. eagle flying to right
with its wings spreadabove its body, grasping a hare by the
back with its talons and tearing at it with its beak, rev. [F]AL
EON, thunderbolt with wings below and a palmette with
volutes above, (S.-, Seltman 134 [Pl.4 dies BL/lz, lists only
known example as the British Museum example], Boston
1200 [these dies], SNG Delepierre 2094, BCD Olympia [lot
53, these dies], HGC 5, 338 [R2]). Small countermark on the
obverse, broad flan, cabinet tone, very fine and very rare.
$8,000

Ex Gerhard Hirsch, Munich, Auction Sale 221, May 2, 2002 (lot 242).

4539*
Corinthia, Corinth, (300-243 B.C.), silver drachm, (2.51 g),
obv. Pegasos flying to left, [Q] below, rev. head of Aphrodite
wearing ear-ring and necklace to right, with hair in sakkos,
APLF monogram to left, star in front, (S.2643, SNG Cop.
138, BMC 419-420). Toned, nearly very fine and scarce.
$150

Ex Prospero Collection of Greek Coins, The New York Sale Auction XXVII,
Wednesday January 4, 2012 (lot 389, realised 3250 US) with lot ticket;
previously from Monnaies et Medailles SA, Auction XIX, Basel, 5-6 June,
1959 (lot 435, realised 670 SFr) and purchased by B.A. Seaby Ltd. London,
on May 8, 1984.

Ex CNG c2000.

4543*
Peloponnesos, Argolis, Argos, silver hemidrachm, or Attic
triobol, after 320's-270's B.C. (2.62 g), obv. forepart of wolf
at bay to left, rev. A with A and P either side at top with
crescent below all within shallow incuse square, (cf.Sear
2794, BCD 1094 [p.269, LHS 96], BMC 60 [p.141], SNG
Cop. 29 [Pl.1], Mycenae Pl.9, 19). Very fine and scarce.
$120

4540*
Peloponnesos, Achaia, Pellene, (c.325-300 B.C.), AE
tetrachalkon, (3.20 g), obv. laureate head of Apollo to left,
rev. ram's head above PE monogram, all within a wreath,
(S.2967, BCD [LHS 96] 598, SNG Cop. 217). Toned, good
very fine and rare, with Cederlind ticket.
$100
Ex Tom Cederlind, USA estate with ticket priced at $475. Similar example
in CNG Sale 78 (lot 691) realised $900.

Ex BCD Collection and from Glendinings March 7, 1990 (Lot 512 part),
together with Noble Numismatics ticket.
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4547*
Cyclades, island of Mykonos, (4th - 3rd century B.C.), AE
16, dichalkon, (3.40 g), obv. head of Dionysos, three-quarters
to right, rev. barley corn grain to left and bunch of grapes,
traces of M-Y/K-O, (S.3120, BMC 3 [p.108, Pl.XXV, 2],
Pozzi Boutin 4561 var., HGC 6, 617). Fine and very rare,
with collector described 2x2 holder.
$500

4544*
Crete, Knossos, (2nd-1st century B.C.), AE 27, (10.38 g),
obv. laureate head of Zeus to right, [thunderbolt] before,
rev. eagle standing right with spread wings, (S.-, Svoronos
142, SNG Cop.388-9), Green patina, edge split, fine and
rare from a famous city.
$100

Ex Wayne Woolmer Collection acquired from Spink Auctions Australia,
Auction Sale 34 (lot 1764), previously from Colin E. Pitchfork Collection
as originally purchased from Robert Loosley, Antiquarius, Auckland, New
Zealand in 1987.

Ex CNG eSale 315 (lot 49) and the Dr.Georgios I. Michael Collection.

4548*
Cycladic Islands, Paros, (520/515-500 B.C.), silver drachm,
(5.83 g), obv. goat with short beard standing to right, with
haunches raised, dotted border, rev. incuse square punch with
raised sections as crude divisions into four, (cf.S.3060, Sheedy
Class Bi, Group 2, No.10 (p.202 Pl.12 This Coin); Sheedy
PhD thesis Class B, Group 2, 8 obv. 6, rev. 6 This Coin), in
RNS publication described as No.10 (p.202), obverse and
reverse dies O9/R7 cf.SNG Del. 2441, cf.SNG Lockett 2620
(Pl.XLVI, cf.HGC 6, 645). Very fine and extremely rare,
unique for these dies.
$3,000

4545*
Cyclades, Keos, Karthaia, (c.510-490/80 B.C.), silver
stater, (11.73 g), obv. amphora within border, rev.
quadripartite incuse square, (S.-, Sheedy 20-2 var. (dolphin),
Papageorgiadou-Banis 15-6 var. (dolphin), see Lanz 162, lot
67 (same dies). Lightly toned, some surface granularity, very
fine and extremely rare.
$4,000
Ex CNG CNR purchase, #460978 with ticket.
This extremely rare issue is an unpublished variant.

Ex Boutin Collection from M&M Auction Sale 76, September 1991 (lot 766),
ex Spink Numismatic Circular November 1994 (No,.7072) and then to the
Colin E. Pitchfork Collection, with Spink tickets and collector holder.
This series of coins has been the subject of a doctorate degree from
Sydney University by Dr. Ken Sheedy and ultimately resulted in his RNS
publication No.40 in 2006, "The Archaic and Early Classical Coinages
of the Cyclades".

4546*
Cyclades, Keos, Karthaia, (late 3rd - early 2nd century B.C.),
AE 16 (3.93 g), obv. laureate head of Apollo to right, rev.
forepart of dog (Seirios) to left rays around, trace of fly below,
(cf.S.3079, Papageorgiadou-Banis Series VIII, issue 1, BMC
12, SNG Cop. -). Brown patination, sharp very fine, rare.
$200
Ex Tom Cederlind Estate, previously from Frank L. Kovacs (San Rafael,
CA, USA) with his priced ticket $250 US, previously from Hellenic Roman
Coins, (Hewitt, NJ) with his packet.

4549*
Cyclades, Tenos, (314 - 288 B.C.), AE 15, (3.68 g), obv.
horned, bearded, laureate head of Zeus Ammon, rev. T - H
across, thyrsos within ivy wreath, (S.-, BMC 16 [p.129],
Etienne 107, HGC 6, 743 [R3] This Coin Illustrated). Very
fine/fine and extremely rare.
$500

The Dog Star Seirios (Sirius) was associated with the heat of summer, drought
and pestilence. The heliacal rising of Seirios occurred shortly before the
summer solstice, and the period that followed was termed by the ancients
as the 'dog days' of summer. Seirios held particular importance at Keos, a
bright clear appearance of the star portended good fortune, while a faint
appearance signaled pestilence.

Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 60 (lot 631) with CNG ticket.
This coin is the only example of its type that is listed in Coin Archives, it is
the example illustrated and described in HGC 6, 743 (p.182).
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4550*
Paphlagonia, Sinope, (c.306-290 B.C.), silver tetrobol, (2.42
g), obv. turreted stephane head of Tyche to left, rev. SINW
above prow to left, bunch of grapes with a long stalk and
TE monogram in left field, (S.3700, cf.BMC 26-28, Recueil
general I, 43/3, SNG Stancomb 780, SNG Cop. 295, HGC
7, 410). Toned, good very fine, scarce.
$200

4553*
Bithynia, kingdom of, Nikomedes IV Philopator, (94-74
B.C.), silver tetradrachm (16.76 g), dated 205 BE (93/92
B.C.). obv., diademed head to right of Nikomedes II, rev.
Zeus Stephanephoros standing left holding wreath and
sceptre, to inner left, eagle standing left on thunderbolt,
above monogram TAMP and ES (date), to right and
left BASILEWS, EPIFANOUS NIKOMHDOU. (S.7276,
cf.Callatay p. 61 [new dies not listed], SNG Cop.650, SNG
von Aulock 265). Dark with attractive patination, nearly
extremely fine and very rare.
$2,000

Ex Spink America Auction Sale 9118, 7 December 1999 (lot 701 part).
Similar recent examples same variety from Roma eSale 70 (7 May 2020
realised £260) and Roma Auction XIX (26 March 2020 realised £180).

Ex CNG Triton VI, January 13, 2003 (lot 294).

4551*
Bithynia, Herakleia Pontica, Timotheos and Dionysios
(c.345-337 B.C.), silver didrachm or stater, (9.69 g),
obv. head of young Dionysos to left, wreathed with ivy,
thyrsos over right shoulder, rev. naked Herakles standing
to left, erecting trophy against which rests club, to right,
TIMOQEO[U], to left, DIONUS[IOU] (S.3778, BMC 21-22
[p.142], SNG BMC 1605-8, SNG von Aulock 363). Toned,
good fine/nearly very fine, rare.
$500

4554*
Mysia, Astyra, Tissaphernes, satrap, (c.400-395 B.C.), (1.31
g), AE 12, obv. bare head right, [TISSA] below neck, rev. cult
statue of Artemis Astyrene, club to right, [A]STUR to left
upwards, (S.-. Winzer (Winemaker) 6.2, SNG France 124A,
Klein 253). Very fine or better, a great rarity.
$100
Ex Tom Cederlind stock with ticket priced at $450US.

Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 89 (lot 3857), previously from the W. Gale
Collection and Spink Australia Sale 34 (lot 1916).

Tissaphernes played an important part in Persian politics. He had a
significant effect on the outcome of the Peloponnesian War, particularly in
the war between Artaxerxes and Prince Cyrus. He was one of four generals
of Artaxerxes and made a decisive contribution to his victory at Kunaxa
(Xenophon, Anabasis I 8, 9f). In 395 B.C. Tissaphernes was executed
probably mainly because of his failures against the Spartan army of Agesilaus
in Asia Minor.

4552*
Bithynia, Kalchedon, (c.340-320 B.C.), silver siglos (Persian
standard), (5.35 g), obv. bull standing to left, [on corn-ear],
above KALC rev. quadripartite incuse square of mill-sail
pattern, (S.3738, SNG BM Black Sea 112ff. [siglos], SNG
von Aulock 482). Extremely fine, slightly bent, scarce.
$200

4555*
Mysia, Parion, silver drachm, (c.5th century B.C.), (3.75 g),
obv. facing gorgoneion with protruding tongue, rev. linear
pattern within incuse square, (S.3917, SNG France 1351-2,
Asyut 612, SNG Cop. 256). Toned, fine - very fine, scarce.
$100
Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 61, September 25, 2002 (lot 2756 part).
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4556*
Mysia, Parion, (4th century B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (2.39
g), obv. bull standing to left, head to right, PA/PI above and
below bull, rev. facing gorgoneion with protruding tongue,
serpents around, (S.3919, BMC 14-16, SNG von Aulock
1321, SNG Paris 1356-7). Toned, slightly off centred, very
fine.
$150

4559*
Mysia, Pergamon, (100-98 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.58 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent,
all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled
serpents, to left monogram of PER, above ATP monogram, to
right serpent entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948, Carbone, Hidden
Power, type XLVI, obv.164, rev.416, example 5 [This Coin
illustrated plate 42), Kleiner [ANSMN 23], No.9. Pinder -).
Well centred, good very fine and rare.
$300

Ex Spink America Auction Sale 9118, 7 December 1999 (lot 711 part).

Ex the 2002 hoard, acquired from CNG in January 20, 2003.
See note album.

4557*
Mysia, Pergamon, (104-98 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.58 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent,
all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled
serpents, to left monogram of PER, above MIH monogram,
to right serpent entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948, Carbone,
Hidden Power, type XXXIX, obv.118, rev.262, example
2b [This Coin illustrated plate 27], Kleiner [ANSMN 23],
No.22). Well centred, good very fine and rare.
$300

4560*
Mysia, Pergamon, (c.76-67 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.30 g), obv. cista mystica containing
serpent, all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two
coiled serpents, to left monogram of PER, above FI/PRU
monogram, to right serpent entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948,
Kleiner [ANSMN 23], Type 50, Pinder 119, SNG Von aulock
7484). Very fine and rare.
$150

Ex the 2002 hoard, acquired from CNG in January 20, 2003.
The new definitive work by Lucia Francesca Carbone, Hidden Power,
American Numismatic Society, Num. Studies 42, is a detailed study of
the coins from Pergamon and other the other issuing mints, many of the
illustrated coins in this publication come from the 2002 hoard (p.35-47).

Ex Wilson H. Guertin Collection with tickets.
Kleiner notes 2 examples only published.

4561
Mysia, Pergamon, 104-95 BC, silver cistophoric tetradrachm
(12.52g) (S.3948); Parthia, Orodes I, c.90-77 BC, silver
drachm (4.05g) (Sellwood 31.6, Shore 123). Fine - good
fine. (2)
$300

4558*
Mysia, Pergamon, (104-98 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.47 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent,
all within ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled
serpents, to left monogram of PER, above MH monogram, to
right serpent entwined thyrsus, (cf.S.3948, Carbone, Hidden
Power, type XL (incorrectly placed with type XXXVII, No.18
[This Coin illustrated plate 26], should be the No.1 in Group
XL, Kleiner [ANSMN 23], No.21 as a MH not an ME as
suggested). Well centred, good very fine and rare.
$300

Private purchase from Noble Numismatics, with tickets.

Ex the 2002 hoard, acquired from CNG in January 20, 2003.
See note album.
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4565*
Ionia, Ephesus, (c.133-132 B.C.), silver cistophoric
tetradrachm, (12.34 g), year G = 3 = 132-131 B.C., obv. Cista
mystica with half opened lid, from which a serpent issues left,
the whole in wreath of ivy, rev. two coiled serpents with erect
heads between them a bow case with a strap ornamented
with an aplustre and strung bow at left, long upright torch to
right, bee between serpents to left G (= year 3), E F E below
to left, (cf.S.4394, Kleiner ANS Museum Notes 18, No. 3
(p.24), Pinder 27, SNG Von Aulock 7846). Fine and rare.
$200

4562*
Aeolis, Cyme, (after 165 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.41
g), obv. head of Amazon Cyme to right with hair bound
with ribbon, rev. horse pacing to right, one handled vase at
feet, all within laurel wreath, before KUMAIWN, below in
exergue magistrate's name EUKTHMWN, (cf.S.4183, Oakley
Issue 55 [ANSMN 27, p.33 pl.10], ACNAC Davis 206 [same
obverse die]). Bright, weak on wreath on reverse, otherwise
extremely fine and rare.
$1,500
Ex CNG privately August 19, 1995.

Ex Wilson H. Guertin Collection, with ticket.

A similar but better example with the same magistrate realised in NAC
Auction 114, May 2019 the equivalent of $2457US.

One of the rarer dates of this series from 133 - 67 B.C. The proconsular
cistophori followed.

4566*
Ionia, Ephesus, (104-103 B.C.), silver cistophoric tetradrachm,
(12.37 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent, all within
ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled serpents, to
left monogram of EFE, above bee and AL date of year 31,
to right a torch, (cf.S.4394, Carbone, Hidden Power, type
XLVII, No.11 [This Coin illustrated plate 84] obv.130, rev
239, Kleiner [ANSMN 18], No.35). Well centred, very fine
and rare.
$300

4563*
Aeolis, Myrina, (c160-150 B.C.), silver tetradrachm,
(16.93 g), obv. laureate head of Apollo of Grynion to right,
wearing laurel wreath with ends falling behind, rev. Apollo
of Grynion standing to right, wearing laurel wreath and
himation, holding patera and laurel branch with two fillets
attached, omphalos and amphora before, PU monogram
behind, also to left MURINAIWN, all within laurel wreath,
(cf.S.4216, ANSMN Sacks [MN 30, p.41 pl.18], No.39.67k
[same obv. and rev. dies illustrated 19, cf.BMC 13). Lightly
toned, extremely fine and very rare variety.
$1,800

Ex the 2002 hoard, acquired from CNG in January 20, 2003.
The new definitive work by Lucia Francesca Carbone, Hidden Power,
American Numismatic Society, Num. Studies 42, is a detailed study of the
coins from Ephesus and other the other issuing mints, many of the illustrated
coins in this publication come from the 2002 hoard (p.35-47).

Ex CNG privately in Melbourne July 16, 1995.
Sacks reported only three other coins with this reverse monogram.

4567
Ionia, Ephesus et al, Augustus, (27 B.C. - A.D. 14), AE as,
Ephesus mint, issued from 25 B.C., (9.45 g), obv. CAESAR
to left, bare head of Augustus to right, rev. AVGVSTVS in
one line across field within a laurel wreath, (S.-, RIC 486,
Ash. 710-2, RPC 2235 [p.381, Pl.99], Howego Class 2c,
BMC 731); Macedon, uncertain (Philippi?) Augustus, (27
B.C. - A.D.14), AE 19 (5.19 g), obv. bare head to right of
Augustus AVG behind, rev. two colonists plowing with two
oxen, (cf.S.268 [Tiberius], SNG Cop. 282, [Parium Mysia],
RPC 1656); Ionia, Ephesos, Augustus and Livia, (27 B.C.
- 14 A.D.), AE 20, (8.09 g), obv. jugate busts of Augustus an
Livia, rev. stag standing to right, uncertain magistrates (cf.
S.183, cf.RPC 2589). Very good - good fine, an interesting
group of Augustus issues, all scarce. (3)
$100

4564*
Troas, Abydus, silver hemidrachm, (mid 4th century
B.C.), (2.22 g), obv. Apollo laureate head to left, rev. eagle
standing to left, ABY and trident before, magistrate's name
PRWTAGORAS behind, (S.4012, BMC 31). Toned, nearly
very fine and scarce.
$300
Ex Fred Shore, USA, with his ticket and Noble Numismatics Sale 86 (lot
3310).
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4571*
Ionia, Miletos, (c.600-500 B.C.), silver tetartemorion, (0.21
g), obv. forepart of lion and legs to right, rev. eagle standing
right, pellet above and below all within an incuse square, (S.-,
SNG Kayhan 947, Klein 432, SNG Cop.-); Caria, uncertain
mint, (early 5th century B.C., silver hemiobol, (0.58 g), obv.
forepart of a lion facing, rev. scorpion, tail right, within
incuse square, (S. -, SNG Berry II 1047, SNG Von Aulock
7803, ACNAC Rosen 403, SNG Kayhan 917 [Caria]). Very
fine, both very rare. (2)
$150

4568*
Ionia, Ephesus, Caracalla, (198-217 A.D.), 2nd Neokorie,
AE 35, (20.11 g), obv. laureate, draped and cuirassed bust
right, around AVK M AVP ANTWNEIC, rev. Androcles,
nude, standing left holding spear and cloak with his left arm,
clasping right hands with Hero, nude, standing right, cloak
over his left shoulder, boar to left at the feet of Androcles,
(S.-, Karwiese, 'Die Munzpragung von Ephesos Vol5, No.499
(obv. 34, rev.64; SNG Leopold 577). Fine, dark green
patination, very rare, only a few known.
$200

Ex CNG Triton X, 8 January 2007 (lot 1533 part).

4572
Ionia, Miletus, (c.550-525 B.C.), silver twelfth stater or obol,
(1.15, 1.02, 1.04 g), obv. forepart of lion to right, head to
left, rev. star ornament within incuse square, (S.3532, BMC
14-33, SNG Cop. 951). Fine - very fine, all toned. (3)
$150

Ex CNG Triton XII, 6-7 January 2009 (lot 1269 part), coming from the
J.S. Wagner Collection.
The CNG example not as fine from eSale 466 (lot 283) ex Colin E. Pitchfork
collection realised $200.

4569*
Ionia, Klazomenai, (c.499-494 B.C.), silver diobol (1.06 g),
obv. forepart of winged boar right, rev. quadripartite incuse
square, (S.3503. SNG Munich 451, SNG Kayhan 334, SNG
Cop.6). Good fine, toned.
$80

4573*
Ionia, Miletus, (c.550-525 B.C.), silver twelfth stater or obol,
(1.11 g), obv. forepart of lion to right, head to left, rev. star
ornament within incuse square, (S.3532, BMC 14-33, SNG
Cop. 951). Very fine.
$100

Ex George Mihailuk Collection, from Richard Welling, 10.8.2007.

4574*
Ionia, Smyrna, (c.190-175 B.C.), AE 21, (8.72 g), Charixenos
and Trikkas as magistrates, obv. laureate head of Apollo to
right, rev. the poet Homer seated to left with the Magistrates
names Herodes and Archios, to right SMURNAIWN above, to
left in two lines CARIXE NOS TRIKKAS, (S.4571, BMC 67
var.(p.243) (Magistrate), SNG Cop.1124 var.). Choice dark
brown patina, extremely fine and very rare in this condition,
with a superb figure of the seated Homer.
$200

4570*
Ionia, Magnesia on the Maeander, (after 165 B.C.), silver
tetradrachm, (16.54 g), obv. diademed bust of Artemis to
right with bow and quiver at shoulder, rev. Apollo standing
to left on meander pattern, holding branch and resting left
elbow on tripod surmounted by quiver, to left MAGNHTWN,
to right EUFHMOS and PAUSANIOU, all within laurel
wreath, (cf.S.4485, Jones [ANSMN 24], [p.102-4 for dies],
Nos.8-25, Weber 6003, BMC 36 [p.162], SNG Lewis 930,
SNG Berry 1068). Superb, extremely fine or better and very
rare.
$3,000

Ex Dr Stephen N. Gerson Collection and sold in the Gemini Auction VI,
January 10, 2010 (lot 898 part).
See article in Studia Paulo Naster Oblata I Numismatica Antiqua, "Homer
on Coins from Smyrna" by C. Heyman. The author maintains that this coin's
reverse is linked and represents the Homerea, a famous statue of Homer of
Symrna mentioned by Strabo.

Ex CNG private sale in Melbourne July 19, 1995.
A similar example in Noble Sale 112 (lot 3663) from the same magistrates
realised $3000.
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4578*
Ionian Islands, Chios, (c.435-425 B.C.), silver drachm
(didrachm Sear), (7.84 g), obv. Sphinx seated to left,
amphora before, grapes above, on circular raised shield, rev.
quadripartite incuse square punch, (S.4594, N.Hardwick
[PhD thesis] No.92.15 [p.244, obv. A92, rev. 15 [This Coin]
notes as unique for this die combination, but noted for
obverse die 35, ACNAC Dewing 2321, 2323-4 [Pl.114 same
obverse dies], SNG Cop. 1543 [same obverse die], McClean
Collection 8362 [p.166, Pl.291, 12, same obverse die]). Very
fine and very scarce, unique for these dies.
$500

4575*
Ionia, Teos, (c. 510-500 B.C,), silver stater (11.92 g). obv.
Griffin seated right, raising forepaw, swan before, rev.
Quadripartite incuse square, (S.3512, Balcer group V [dies
obverse A13 die, reverse P19 die], SNG Copenhagen 1437).
Good very fine and rare.
$1,000
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 98 (lot 5119).
A member city of the Ionian Dodekapolis, Teos was a thriving seaport with
two fine harbours. It was the birthplace of Anacreon the poet, Hecateus the
historian, Protagoras the sophist, Scythinus the poet, Andron the geographer,
and Apellicon, the preserver of the works of Aristotle. When the Persians
under Cyrus invaded circa 540 BC, many Teians fled, resettling in Abdera.
The griffin was the badge of the city of Teos, and is present on the coins
of both cities.

Ex Glendining & Co, the B.R. Noble Collection, 12 November 1975 (lot
92), previously from the collection of Roy Sansom, Sydney Collector (Past
President of the Australian Numismatic Society).

4579*
Island of Ionia, Samos, silver hekte or sixth stater (c.530526 B.C.), (2.33 g), obv. lion scalp facing, rev. anepigraphic
rough incuse square, (S.-, Barron - Euboic and LydoMilesian standard, p.167, Nos 3-5, Pl.I; HGC 6, 1179 [R2],
Weber 6288 = Greenwell NC 1890 Pl.1, 17). Bright, nearly
extremely fine and very rare.
$500

4576*
Ionia, Teos, (c.520-500 B.C.), silver trihemiobol, (1.35 g),
obv. griffin seated to right, swan before, crude incuse square,
(cf.S.3511 cf.Balcer 110-122 [different symbols]); Ionia,
Phokaia, (c.520-500 B.C.), silver trihemiobol or diobol,
(1.10 g), obv. female head (nymph) helmeted to left, rev.
crude incuse square, (S.-, SNG Von Aulock 1813-5, Traite
XIII, 18 (assigns to Phokaia), ACNAC Rosen 596-7). Second
with rough surface, otherwise fine - very fine, first very rare
and apparently unpublished. (2)
$120

Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 61, September 25, 2002 (lot 2756 part), lot includes
sale indentification ticket.
No examples listed in Coin Archives. The earliest example of fractions
from Samos.

4580*
Island of Ionia, Samos, silver diobol, (499-495 B.C.), (1.11
g), obv. lion scalp facing, rev. anepigraphic head and neck
of an ox to left, within incuse square, (S.-, Barron Samian
standard, p.177, Nos 1-6, Pl.I; HGC 6, 1202 [R2], BMC 26,
examples known in Athens, Berlin and Vienna). With hoard
patination, otherwise nearly very fine and very rare.
$200

Ex George Mihailuk Collection both from M.R.Roberts 16.2.2010 for the
first coin and 25.1.2006 for the second coin.

4577
Ionia, Teos, (540-478 B.C.), silver tetartemorium, (0.26 g),
obv. Griffin head to right, rev. incuse square of rough form,
(S.-, Balcer [SNR 1968, Vol.47], Group XXXIII cf.No.80
obv. die A.80, rev. die P110, cf.ACNAC Rosen 603-4). Good
fine and very rare.
$50

Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 61, September 25, 2002 (lot 2756 part).
No examples listed in Coin Archives. An early example of diobol fraction
from Samos.

Ex George Mihailuk Collection, from Romanorum, April 2010.

4581*
Island of Ionia, Samos, silver triobol or hemidrachm (c.482460 B.C.), (1.83 g), obv. winged boar forepart flying right,
rev. anepigraphic lion head to right in incuse square, (S.4627,
Barron Class 2, cf.No.11-12 Pl.XV, HGC 6, 1198 [R2], BMC
62, cf.SNG Cop.1677). Toned, fine - very fine, very rare.
$200
Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 61, September 25, 2002 (lot 2756 part).
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4585*
Caria, Kos, (c.300-190 B.C.), silver hemidrachm, (1.44 g),
obv. head of young Herakles to right, clad in lion skin, rev.
crab, KNIWN above, EPINIKOS below, (S.4993, BMC 70).
Very fine and scarce.
$250

4582*
Caria, Alabanda (as Antiocheia), silver tetradrachm, issued
197-190/188 B.C., 28mm, (16.23 g), Menekles named
magistrate on the coin, obv. Laureate head of Apollo to
left, rev. Pegasos flying to right, above ANTIOCEWN below
MENEKLHS, (cf.S.4763, Boehringer Chron p.188, 20;
Waggoner Series 1 (all twelve magistrates are struck from
the same obverse die for this series); SNG Cop.-). Very fine/
good very fine, toned, with some porosity and some horn
silver, very rare.
$1,500

Ex Ruth Pope Collection, from Noble Numismatics Sale 83 (lot 3287).

Ex CNG eSale 248, January 26, 2011 (lot 156) with its ticket.

4583*
Caria, Knidos (Cnidos), (c.520-495 B.C.), silver drachm,
(6.25 g), obv. forepart of lion to right with open mouth,
usual die deterioration, rev. head of Aphrodite to right of fine
archaic style, with hair bound with plain diadem, all within
incuse square, (S.3543, Cahn, Knidos No.42 [same dies Pl.3]
obv.23, rev.31; BMC example [same dies = J.L. Myres 1922]).
Light tone, very fine and very rare, pair of dies.
$700
Ex Giesserner Munzhandlung, Munich, Auction Sale 90, October 12, 1998
(lot 260).
A very rare combination of dies with the reverse die starting to break up
causing a gross deformity of the head. Cahn reports only two examples
published from these dies.

4586*
Caria, Island of, Rhodus, c.400-385 B.C., silver tetradrachm,
(15.04 g), obv. head of Helios three-quarter face to right with
hair loose, rev. rose, with bud to right, above ROD ION, to left
F and patera, all within incuse square, (cf.S.5036, Ashton 46,
Pozzi 2682 [same dies Pl.LXXVIII], Gulbenkian 769 [same
dies Pl. LXXIII], BMC 24, Naville 10 [718], SNG Del.2749
[Pl.74], Berend p.28 Group IV, 13 die linked with corn grain
symbol). Struck with a slightly worn obverse die, otherwise
a superb piece of splendid late classical style, good very fine
- nearly extremely fine and extremely rare.
$8,000

4584*
Caria, Islands off, Kos, (345-340 B.C.), silver tetradrachm,
Biton magistrate, (15.13 g), obv. head of Herakles right,
wearing lion skin, rev. veiled female head left, traces of
BITWN behind, (cf.S.4988, Pixodarus Phase 4, 25a (A7/P17
- this coin, erroneously illustrated as `25b'), SNG Keckman
288 [Caria], SNG Cop -). Lightly toned, flan flaw on reverse,
good very fine and rare.
$1,000

Ex Robert Tonner Collection. Private purchase from Noble Numismatics.
Previously CNG Sale 67, lot 754. Also ex Christie's New York December
11 1992, lot 732. From the Elizabeth Washington King Collection and Bryn
Mawr College Collection. Published in Numismatic Chronicle 1956 as
No.132 (illustrated Pl.XII) bought from Dr Feith in 1940 for $200. Previously
the Jacques Schulman Auction (The Hague), May 31 1938 (lot 163 illustrated
Pl.IV), where it is described as a superb piece, of remarkable style, very rare,
extremely fine coin and very fine style. With tickets.

Ex CNG 85, (lot 446). With ticket.
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4590*
Lydia, Persian Imperial Coinage, Kingdom of, Kroisos
(Croesus), (c.564/563-550/539 B.C.), silver twelfth stater,
(0.79 g), Sardes mint, obv. confronting foreparts of lion,
facing right, and bull facing left, rev. two incuse punches of
unequal size, side by side, (S.3422, Berk 26-27, SNG Ash
775 [Persian period], I. Carradice, Coinage of the Persian
Empire BAR Inter. Ser. 343, [1987], -). Nearly extremely fine
and very rare this nice.
$500

4587*
Caria, Island of, Rhodus, (304-275 B.C.), silver didrachm,
(6.51 g), obv. head of Helios three-quarter face to right
with hair loose, rev. rose, with bud on right, to left E and
to right Y, grapes on stalk, above RODION within incuse
circle, (S.5038, BMC 36 [p.233], Ashton Series 2 (RN
1988 p.78 with chronology for this c.304-265 B.C.), SNG
Finland 454-5 [similar dies], SNG Delpierre 2756). Nearly
very fine, scarce.
$300

Ex CNG Mail Bid Sale 61 September 25, 2002 (lot 2756 part). A similar
example in CNG Mail Bid Sale 112 September 11, 2019 (lot 290) realised
$1400US.

Ex CNG Auction Sale 38, 6 June 1996 (lot 1870 part).

The 'Kroisos' type coinage is one of the most recognizable of all ancient
Greek coinage. All the issues in gold and silver feature the same confronted
lion and bull foreparts on the obverse, and the two incuse punches (or single
punch on the smaller denominations) on the reverse. The series of the heavy
issue in gold or silver are of equal weight 10.6-10.7 g and reduced according
to half, third, sixth and twelfth stater. The first bimetallic series by weight
with gold to silver ratio of 10:1. According to Herodotus, Kroisos was the
first monarch to mint gold and silver coins. This coin the lightest in the
series and one of the rarest is fixed at 1/12th of the stater in weight should
be about 0.88 g.

4588*
Caria, Island of, Rhodus, (c.250-230 B.C.), silver didrachm,
(6.70 g), obv. radiate head of Helios three-quarter face to
right, hair loose in locks, rev. inside dotted circle, rose with
bud to right, above TIMOQEOS to left terminal figure facing
half left (Silenos drinking from Askos), P O to left and right,
(cf.S.5048, BMC 150-2 [p.244, pl.xxxviii, 8], Ashton Series
4 [RN 1988 p.79 chronology c.250-230 B.C.], Ashton
[Money in Ancient Greek world] 209 [p.106], SNG Keckman
[Finland 1] 540-541 [Pl.19], SNG Cop.767-8 [Pl.18], SNG
Von Aulock 2808). Toned, extremely fine and rare.
$800

4591*
Lydia, Thyatira, (early 2nd century B.C.), AE 21, (7.60 g),
obv. laureate head of Apollo to right, dotted border, rev.
tripod, monogram above, all within laurel wreath, to right
and left QUATEI - RHNWN, (S.4742, Weber 6920 [This Coin
illustrated], SNG Cop. 569, BMC 3, Mionnet 853). Good
very fine and rare.
$200

Ex Glendining's, London, 14 December 1988 (lot 189).

Ex Virgil Brand Collection, from Sotheby's London, 25 October 1984 (lot
328 part), previously from the Weber Collection (6920) who acquired it
from Alfred Oscar Van Lennep (1851-1912) Collection in 1891 (he sold
coins to the British Museum).

4589*
Caria, Satraps of Caria, Hecatomnos, (c.395-377 B.C.),
silver drachm (4.21 g), obv. forepart of lion to left, with
open jaws, its foreleg to right, beneath nose [EKA], rev. star
ornament or stellate pattern in incuse circle, (S.4951, BMC
37-41 [p.450], SNG Cop.588-589, SNG von Aulock 2356,
ACNAC Dewing 2375). Nearly very fine, rare.
$250
Ex Downie's, Classical lists 37 March 1991 (No.18) and 38 June 1991
(no.28) at $225, bought November 6, 1992.
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4595*
Lycia, Dynasts of Lycia. Uncertain mint, c500-440 BC.
silver Stater (9.14 g). obv. Pegasos flying left, T letter on
rump. rev. forepart of boar within framed incuse square,
(cf.S.5178-5183, Falgera -, SNG Cop. -, SNG von Aulock
4080, cf.Asyut 755-756 for similar types, Pegasi noted in
an early list on V coins). Very fine, rough surface, very rare
apparently unpublished.
$500

4592*
Lydia, Tralles, (90-89 B.C.), silver cistophoric tetradrachm,
(12.51 g), obv. cista mystica containing serpent, all within
ivy wreath, rev. bow in case between two coiled serpents,
to left monogram of [T]PAL, above DION, to right a lyre,
(cf.S.4745, Carbone, Hidden Power, type XXVII, No.33a
[This Coin illustrated plate 112] obv.42, rev 110a [p.131],
Pinder 1856, No,151, SNG Von Aulock 3259, SNG Cop.
657). Brilliant, Well centred, uncirculated one of the finest
known, rare.
$500

Ex Triton X, January 9-10, 2007 (lot 1525 part). A new type unlisted in
earlier publications.

Ex the 2002 hoard, acquired from CNG in January 20, 2003.
The new definitive work by Lucia Francesca Carbone, Hidden Power,
American Numismatic Society, Num. Studies 42, is a detailed study of the
coins from Tralles (her PhD thesis), and the other the other issuing mints,
many of the illustrated coins in this publication come from the 2002 hoard
(p.35-47).

4596*
Lycia, Masikytes, League Coinage, (1st century B.C.), silver
drachm, (1.64 g), obv. head of Apollo to right laureate, hair in
formal curls, M A each side of neck, rev. lyre M A either side,
to right aplustre, all within shallow field, (S.5295, Troxell
period IV, cf.151.9 [similar dies]). Very fine and scarce.
$250
Ex Noble Numismatics Sale 79 (lot 3251), previously from Antiquarius,
New Zealand, October 1981.

4593*
Lydia, Tralles, Nero, (54-68 A.D.), AE 23 (or as), (12.10
g), obv. bare head of Nero to right, on left downwards
KAICAP to right upwards NEPWN, rev. Zeus Larasios
seated to left, holding Nike and sceptre to right upwards
KAICAPE/WN to left downwards, LARASIOS, (S.-, RPC
2655 [p.44, 4 examples known all published examples in
public collections], SNG Cop. -, BMC-). Earthern green
patina, good very fine/very fine and very rare.
$200
Ex CNG eSale, 19 October 2011 (lot 247).

4597*
Pisidia, Antiochia (Antioch), Julia Domna, (A.D. 193-217),
AE 33, (26.08 g), struck after 203, obv. bust of Julia Domna
to right, around IVLIA AVGVSTA, rev. founder plowing
right behind pair of oxen, around COL CAES ANTIO[CH],
S R in exergue, (S.-, obv die SNG France cf.1121-5) (rev die
Septimius Severus SNG France 1107). Old dark green toning,
surface roughness, fine and an extremely rare mule of a Julia
Domna obverse with a Septimius Severus reverse.
$100

4594*
Lycia, Dynastic coinage, uncertain dynast, silver stater, (9.26
g), obv. Pegasus flying left, head lowered, rev. facing lion's
scalp within incuse square. (S.-, SNG von Aulock 4082 [same
obverse die], S.P.Noe 'A Lycian Hoard' ANS Centennial
Publication (1958) p.546, No.14 (this specimen mentioned
and illustrated Pl.XXXIV, 14). Rare dark tone, very fine or
better and very rare.
$1,000

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection and previously Baldwins with ticket.

Ex The New York Sale V, 16 January 2003 (lot 155) with that ticket,
previously sold as a double of the Britiish Museum Collection, London.
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4601*
Pamphylia, Side, (c.200 B.C.), silver tetradrachm, (16.75 g),
obv. head of Athena to right wearing Corinthian helmet, rev.
Nike advancing to the left, with wreath, AP across the field,
to left in field a pomegranate over a wreath, (S.5436, Seyrig:
Side 3, cf.SNG von Aulock 4778, SNG Cop.400, SNG France
3, 664-666 variety, Kastner Sale November 26-7, 1974 [lot
154 from the same dies realised 2000 DM]). Extremely fine,
reverse slightly off centred a very rare variety.
$2,500

4598*
Pisidia, Antiochia, Gordian III, (238-244 A.D.), AE 32 (19.44
g), obv. around IMP CAES M ANT GORDIANVS AVG,
laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right of Gordian III, rev.
CAES ANTIOCH COL, Emperor on horseback galloping
right, cloak flying behind, holding reins and aiming spear
at lion below, which is already pierced by another spear, SR
below, (S.-, SNG France 1234, BMC 85). Toned, flan flaw
on obverse, otherwise fine and scarce.
$100

Ex Bryan Cooper Collection of Greek Coins, sold in the New York Sale
XX, 7 January 2009 (lot 45), with ticket, purchased from Del Parker 26
April 2009.

Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection. Purchased from Baldwins London with
ticket.

4599*
Pisidia, Antiochia, Gordian III, (238-244 A.D.), AE 32,
(26.59 g), obv. around IMP CAES M ANT GORDIANVS
AVG, laureate, draped, and cuirassed bust right of Gordian
III, rev. CAES ANTIOCH COL, two Nikes standing,
placing shield marked SR on palm tree, two captives in
Eastern headwear, seated at base of palm, back to back,
SR in exergue, (S.-, SNG Von A 4961, BMC 99). Deeply
toned, some surface roughness, otherwise very fine and
very scarce.
$100
Ex Dr V.J.A. Flynn Collection and previously Baldwins with ticket.

4600*
Pamphylia, Aspendos, (c.465-430 B.C.), silver stater, (10.83
g), obv warrior advancing right, holding shield and spear,
rev. triskeles within incuse square, E S T F around, (S.5381,
SNG BN -, SNG von Aulock 4482-3, cf.SNG Cop.175).
Nearly very fine/very fine.
$200
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